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ABSTRACT 

Production systems play a key role in modern society, and significant 

improvements have been achieved through the years. However, due to the diversity 

of human behavior, customer demand uncertainty does exist in practice. 

Consequently, production solutions that are capable of coping with such diverse 

behavior are necessary. To have a better competitive position, forecasting is an 

important element in production management. Thus, there is always research for 

improving forecasting accuracy and the development of new methods is on-going.  

Apart from working on new forecast methods or improving existing models, 

this research focused on working with the expected forecast error in a most 

economical way. To achieve this goal, the aim was to achieve a balance between the 

effect of forecast error with time and the customer loss in the waiting period. In this 

research, a production approach named Make-to-Balance (MTB) is introduced.  

To verify the concept and the operating result of the proposed model, a 

simulation process was built with STELLA, and a software program was also coded 

in C# language. The SETLLA results and program results match well in different 

situations (one general case and four extreme cases) and identify the correctness of 

the MTB model. The program eases the calculations and it was found in this research 
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that the optimal solution could be obtained from MTB and Smart-MTB version 

programs. Indeed, the contributions of this research are not only in its inspirations 

but also in that it extends the view on how to run a production system effectively by 

taking uncertainty and customer behavior into account, and it also shows that 

customer loyalty helps to reduce the effect on forecast error.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Manufacturing is vital to human society as it offers necessary products for a 

variety of mankind’s activities. In the highly competitive situation today, it is 

necessary to understand how a production system should be designed before it is put 

into operation. 

This research focused on the development of an effective production solution 

to address two issues: the forecast error and the customer loss in waiting. Forecasting 

is an important tool to reduce the customer loss due to waiting, but it is subject to 

error in such a way that the error becomes more serious as the projected timeline 

increases. It is essential to address the goal of how to strike a balance. The first 

chapter of this thesis gives a brief overview of production development history as 

well as some present challenges in production. Based on this background, the 

motivation for this research is spelled out and the objectives are defined.  

 

1.1 Introduction to Production System Developments 

Production not only increases the wealth of society, but also changes the 

nature of the world. In the late 18
th

 century, the first industrial revolution started in 

Britain and dramatically changed the nature of production systems. With a series of 

innovations such as the flying shuttle, the spinning jenny and the water frame, and 

especially the steam engine that was developed by James Watt in 1765, production 

was freed from water power and location limits for the first time. Moreover, this 

made mass production in centralized locations possible and occurred in parallel with 

the development of the so-called fabrication system, where factory workers were 

organized based on new principles for the division of labor. As the consequence of 

the industrial revolution, production efficiency was improved significantly and 
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Britain transited from an economy based on agriculture to one based on industrial 

activities; it became 'the world's factory'. 

It is also necessary to mention the second industrial revolution. The 

innovation in transportation (railroads) and communication (telegraphs) between 

1850 and 1880 triggered the second industrial revolution. The introduction of 

standardized and interchangeable parts laid a good foundation for assembly system 

developments and also led to extensive mass production. At that time, America led 

the way in production innovations and, consequently, had more large-scale 

enterprises than all the other countries combined. Although high-volume production 

became common in many industries at the beginning of the 20
th

 century, Henry Ford 

made the modern mass production possible with his great contribution to the concept 

of the moving assembly line. The most successful and well-known case was the 

Model T car, that started production in 1908. Through continual improvements and 

adopting the "moving assembly line" in Ford's factory, the labor time of a Model T 

car was reduced from 12.5 to 1.5 hours and the price also decreased to $290 by the 

1920s. Subsequently, about 15 million Model T cars were sold and, in the early 

1920s, the Ford Motor Company commanded two-thirds of the American automobile 

market.  

With the growing market at that time, there were more demands on the mass 

production approach and General Motors (GM) took the lead. When DuPont and 

Sloan moved to GM, they re-identified the operation structure, including 

departments and motor products. With the newly developed, sophisticated 

procedures for demand forecasting, inventory tracking and market estimation, GM 

had taken nearly a 50 percent share of the USA motor market by 1940, far beyond 

the Ford Company. 
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The Toyota Production System (TPS) represented another paradigm shift 

during the second half of the 20th century. With the purpose of waste elimination in 

the early 1960s, Toyota launched the TPS that relied on the application of Kanban 

cards to prompt demand to the supply chain from the production point of view. The 

key idea of this is all about Just-in-time (JIT), inspired by the American supermarket 

system where products on the shelves bought by customers are soon replaced. 

Just-in-time, or the pulling principle, is concerned with producing products with 

minimal stocking. The system’s distinctive practices have been addressed widely in 

the literature (Lander and Liker, 2007). TPS has achieved great success and has 

made Japanese manufacturers more efficient and reduced their production cost 

substantially (Hino, 2006). Figure 1-1 shows some important milestones in 

production system developments. 

 

Figure 1-1. Important milestones in the production system developments 

 

History shows that production systems are evolving from simple craft 

production to mechanized production, to mass production, etc., and such 

development is still continuing. The great leap in the industry was the mass 

production that enabled the fabrication of a limited variety of standardized products 

with a relatively low cost. A production system comprises a number of elements 
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between which there are reciprocal relations. Commonly mentioned elements are 

premises, raw materials, people, machines or equipment and management. A 

structural perspective of the production system can be used to describe the different 

system elements and their relations, as in Figure 1-2. Each element is an important 

resource that is also a potential source of variation/disturbance which may seriously 

affect the production system performance. 

 

Figure 1-2. Perspective production system model 

 

 Figure 1-3 briefly outlines the function blocks of a production system. 

Normally, the production schedule, which indicates what to do and in which time 

frame, is generated based on demand forecast or customer orders. With the 

production schedule, a production plan is created and then the manufacturing 

operations involved are carried out, following the established production plan strictly. 

Typically, the products are transferred to the inventory before they are shipped to 

customers. This cycle keeps going, with new schedules repeatedly prepared based on 

the market demand. 
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Figure 1-3. Production system functions blocks 

 

 

1.2 Classical Production Control Approaches 

There are some popular production approaches, such as the Make-to-Order 

(MTO) that is sometimes referred to as the Build-to-Order (BTO) (Gunasekaran & 

Ngai, 2009) or the Assemble-to-Order (ATO) (Tsai & Wang, 2009), and the 

Make-to-Stock (MTS) that may also be called the Build-to-Stock (BTS) (Wikipedia, 

2013) and the hybrid MTO/MTS. 

MTO is a production approach in which products start to be manufactured 

when a confirmed order has been received (Holweg et al., 2001). It is a traditional 

production style for highly customized or low volume products. This approach is 

considered good for highly configured products like high-end bicycles, computer 

servers, or for products where holding an inventory is very expensive, such as 

aircraft (Parry & Graves, 2008). MTO has the advantage in a high product variety 

environment of supplying a product only when required by a customer, with low 

holding cost, but it usually has low manufacturing capacity utilization since the 

operation is initiated by a customer’s order. 

Demand forecast/Orders 

Production planning 

Production  

Inventory 

Sale 

Information Resources 
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In contrast, MTS is the dominant approach being adopted in many industries 

today and it refers to products manufactured before a final demand has been 

identified, with production volume driven by historical demand information (Parry & 

Graves, 2008). While providing a rapid response to customer demand, this approach 

is quite expensive, mainly in terms of stock/inventory, as well as transportation, 

because it is extremely tricky to determine the right quantity of products, where they 

are required at the right time. Moreover, it is often too fragile to cope with an 

unforeseeable situation.   

With the purpose of gaining advantages for both the MTO and the MTS, the 

hybrid MTO/MTS came into being. This allows a manufacturer with low value/high 

volume parts to employ MTS, while a high value/low volume manufacturer will go 

for MTO. Since the main business objective of a company is to achieve long-term 

profitability, a manufacturer has to consistently produce high quality and specific 

products with competitive costs and high service levels. Thus, there is a driving force 

for moving from MTS to MTO and consequently, utilizing the hybrid MTS/MTO 

helps with the transition(Rabbani, 2010). Soman et al. (2004) provided the 

conceptual hierarchical production planning framework for a MTO/MTS production, 

as in Figure 1-. The most important strategic decision, also one challenge in 

MTS/MTO systems, is the MTS/MTO partitioning(Teimoury & Fathi, 2013). 

However, the microscopic view indicates that the transition from MTS to MTO may 

not be a simple switch over, because partial MTS can help to digest the forecast error 

and, subsequently, the transition can be made smoothly. In fact, finding the correct 

method to keep the stock/inventory to address the market demand and the 

operational stability properly is an academic research topic that has raised a lot of 

interest by researchers. 
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Figure 1-4. Hierarchical MTO/MTS approach (Soman et al., 2004). 

 

1.3 Challenges in Production 

 The advancements in IT have shortened the communication gap drastically 

and, hence, the market information can be obtained more quickly today. However, 

the diversity of customer demand is also increasing and this gives a challenge for 

production to enhance flexibility so as to simulate customers’ requirements for a 

large variety of products; yet, this seems to be working against the benefits brought 

about by the large volume production. In fact, customers’ minds keep changing and 

this surely creates stress to complete a production in time. Thus, having a fast 

response to customer needs is clearly always desirable. The instant reactions are to 

shorten the throughput time and to make the processes work faster, but as mentioned 

in the previous section, a higher production rate may end up with higher WIP, 

resulting in more material cost being locked up on the production floor. Furthermore, 

with the increasing uncertainty in customer demands, the probability of final product 
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transfers to inventory is due to the failing of sale increases. Therefore, a good match 

between the response to customer demand and the production time taken is another 

challenge to tackle.  

Chan et al. (2007) showed that the total production duration (PT) for a batch 

with quantity (Q), throughput time (T) and production rate (Pr) was governed by the 

equation PT = T + (Q/Pr). Therefore, the throughput time and the production rate are 

major factors in determining how fast the production system can produce the 

required quantity to feed the market. Although an accurate customer demand forecast 

can help with some products being produced in advance, this needs production to be 

able to take in possible changes as fast as possible or at least under periodical 

reviews, even if it is considered not feasible to have an immediate response. 

In short, increasing product variety will be a way to gain a better market 

share. Reducing the throughput time and fastening the production rate surely 

facilitates the reaction time to market changes, and results in the lowering of the 

production risk. Solely relying on forcing the production to have a higher production 

rate may not be useful if the throughput time is not taken into consideration, as this 

may end up by introducing more buffer stocks. Subject to the constraint of how to 

reduce the throughput time due to the production capability restriction, good 

forecasting can be a powerful tool to satisfy customer demand in a timely manner. 

 

1.4 Observations from the Restaurant Production Approach 

In real life, there is a common but specific production approach which is used 

in restaurants. A restaurant makes dishes to serve waiting customers who have 

ordered them; this production approach is equivalent to the MTO. Actually, the meal 

variety is not small, but having some well-prepared raw food materials cuts down the 
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throughput time. Indeed, the preparation work is also part of the production, and this 

part of the production approach is similar to the MTS. As a result, the WIP increases, 

but these semi-finished goods in the kitchen facilitate the final operations 

significantly.  

Another interesting observation is that there seems to be no special 

scheduling technique involved in the whole food production progression, since the 

system reacts directly to a customer order. Actually, most restaurants work on a 

first-come-first-served basis; that is some form of macroscopic production schedule, 

but is not the microcosmic schedule that we usually have in a typical production 

system. The schedule does not have detailed information at the beginning, such as 

when and what products (dishes or foods) should be made, only a general idea about 

the volume of different products that will be needed in a time period, and is just a 

good guess based on some historical knowledge. This makes a restaurant work well 

in terms of flexibility and it is also able to react to the demand quickly. The merit of 

the restaurant production approach is its fast response to diversified customers’ 

demands at very lower product inventory levels. The main point is to have a quick 

reaction to the demand that is the time from knowing what a customer wants to 

serving the dishes. However, this can only be part of the total throughput time since 

most preparation work has been done in advance, and the remaining part is the 

production time needed (Q/Pr) (Chan et al., 2007). In order to achieve this, the WIP 

may need to be increased to accommodate possible changes, as some information is 

not totally reliable because we do not know exactly what will happen at a later time. 
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1.5 Research Motivation  

Having a fast response to customers in a demand uncertainty situation will 

greatly enhance the enterprise with respect to its competition. It is valuable to absorb 

some ideas from the restaurant production approach to enhance industrial production 

systems. The restaurant production system case shows that it is possible to have 

flexibility in producing different products in a short time. The restaurant production 

has one important characteristic, the actual production start ahead of the actual 

customer demand being identified, and the reaction time to the demand is very short, 

normally counted in minutes. It is understood that very few customers are willing to 

wait a long time for a meal! In fact, the process will be suspended at the semi-final 

product stage until a customer confirms the dish order, and then the process 

continues to the final product. Therefore, the WIP will be high during the process 

period. Furthermore, if there are only a few customers or customer orders are less 

than catered for in the preparation, the inventory increases; on the other hand, 

customers will turn to other restaurants when there is a short supply. Figure 1-5 

shows the restaurant production stages.  

It can be seen that if the time waiting for customer shortens to zero, then the 

whole production process is not suspended and the WIP decreases as well due to a 

shorter throughput time, as there will not be a second stage. This arrangement favors 

almost all industrial production. Another important inspiration is the customer 

waiting time in the last stage, as shortening the customer waiting time for final 

products is essential to keep the customers in the pool but this leads to more work 

having to be done in advance. Once the entire second stage has been eliminated, the 

whole production period cannot be reduced further if there is no change in the 

existing production technique.  
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Figure 1-5. Restaurant production stages 

 

1.6 Research Objective  

The objective of this research is to establish a cost effective production 

control approach that is able to determine the most suitable production starting time 

by having a good balance between the forecast error and the customer loss due to 

waiting. Factors involved include the forecast production volume and its possible 

deviations, the production start ahead of time (before customers have arrived), the 

customer loss in waiting, the unit overproduction and underproduction costs, and the 

total production time required. Moreover, it was assumed that the production rate is 

unchanged in fabricating a product type in this research. 

 

1.7 Research Achievement and Contribution  

At the outset of this research, it was anticipated that the proposed production 

approach would be capable of having a better chance of minimizing the production 

venture by managing the production starting time more effectively. The outcomes 

will have a significant impact on the production control aspect and, more importantly, 

it may not be just as applicable for a particular production system. In fact, a short 

waiting time is what every customer wants and how a manufacturer can get it done 

in a cost-effective way is certainly a key to success. It is expected that the new 

Time 

Process suspend 

Waiting for customer 

Process continue 

Restaurant Production  

Food process start Dish available 

Customer arrival  

Customer 

waiting for dish 
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concept brought out will benefit the operations of industrial systems. 

 

1.8 Summary 

Generally, there are two typical production control approaches, and they are: 

MTO or MTS. Then people also found that hybrid MTO/MTS can be more 

beneficial sometimes, and some works were done on finding the decoupling point. In 

fact, Assemble-to-Order (ATO) and BTO are also considered belonging to MTO, 

therefore, in this research MTO covers the both ATO and BTO. Today, customers 

want more personalized products leading to the increasing product diversity; MTO 

suits for this customer oriented situation, but customers may need to wait for a 

longer time. Moreover, vicious market competition is pushing manufacturers to 

respond to customers’ needs quickly, and this means less waiting time is certainly an 

advantage in the marketplace. Obviously, MTS is good for this circumstance, but it 

has a higher chance of suffering loss caused by forecast error. Consequently, having 

a good compensation between the customer loss in waiting and the forecast error is 

important. The objective of this research is to determine the most suitable production 

starting time that may be somewhere between the MTO and MTS time horizon. 

 

1.9 Thesis Outline  

Apart from this chapter, there are five more chapters in this thesis. As a 

continuation of the research background, the methods of dealing with demand 

uncertainty in production planning, related control policies and key factors affecting 

production control (demand forecast and customer behaviour) are reviewed in 

Chapter 2. Chapter 3 introduces the new MTB concept and the main differences 

between it and the MTO/MTS. Formal definitions of the MTB framework, the 
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associated mathematical modelling and how to determine the optimal production 

start ahead time are also presented in Chapter 3. A simulation model was developed 

by using the commercial software STELLA, mainly to serve the aim of examining 

the model’s accuracy and the software coding for calculating the optimal production 

start ahead time. This was based on the proposed MTB model done by a program 

named Smart MTB, while another program called MTB that uses a step-by-step 

iteration approach to plot the whole curve; these are all introduced in Chapter 4. The 

verification and testing of the proposed MTB model are described in Chapter 5, 

where an illustrative example is also provided. Finally, discussion and concluding 

remarks are given in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

Research in production and operation management in relation to production 

control is reviewed in this chapter. Details of the control approaches: MTO, MTS 

and the hybrid MTO/MTS, are considered in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 reviews the 

two important factors affecting the production control; forecasting and customer 

behaviour. In addition, the some approaches to improving customer loyalty or 

patience are discussed. 

 

2.1 Demand Uncertainty in Production Planning 

One of the managerial challenges is that modern manufacturing is facing an 

uncertain demand caused by the bullwhip effect through the global supply chain (Lee 

et al., 1997). In reality, the demand uncertainty can be reduced effectively through 

appropriate demand aggregation and forecasting (Aigner et al., 1974). Many efforts 

have contributed to improvements to the demand forecast, such as MA(1), AR(1) and 

VAR(1) (Chen et al., 2010). In addition, there have also been many other researchers 

working on the generation of competent production plans. Meybodi et al. (1995) 

presented a hierarchical model to facilitate production planning and scheduling under 

a situation of random demand and possible production failure. Linear programming 

was proposed to minimize the total cost and workforce fluctuations, and to maximize 

the customer service level. 

In terms of mastering the demand uncertainty, Gfrerer et al. (1995) suggested 

two production arrangements, forecast-driven production and customer-order-driven 

production. They also proposed a two-level (aggregation and disaggregation process) 

hierarchical model with a mathematical procedure for the forecast-driven production. 

Zapfel (1996) further enhanced the model by incorporating it into the MRP II, and 
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later replaced forecast-driven production by customer-order-driven production to 

eliminate the demand uncertainty (Zapfel, 1998). However, to ensure 

customer-order-driven production works well in the case of uncertain demand, 

adequate production capacities must be made available so that every possible 

demand profile could have a feasible solution. This restriction seriously holds back 

the implementation of customer-order-driven production, especially in the long 

lead-time end-product industries. Furthermore, this method can neither shorten the 

customer waiting time nor improve the service level. To manage the raw materials 

shortage under demand uncertainty, Bertrand et al. (1999) investigated three 

planning procedures called the optimal, the deterministic and the myopic procedures. 

They argued that, in many practical situations, the best solution was to optimize the 

production with regard to the accepted customer orders. Spitter et al. (2005) studied 

the production timing within the planned lead-time and found that producing early 

had the benefit of lower safety stocks and higher utilization rate of production 

capacity. Another benefit was the ease of handling a demand fluctuation, but there 

was a disadvantage of high WIP inventory cost. If the demand was free of forecast 

error, Clark (2005) found that the scheduling horizon should be extended to 3 to 5 

periods ahead of the production time, because the production would have a better 

performance with a longer planning horizon, but the cost tended to rise in line with 

the demand forecast error.  

To address the demand uncertainty, a dynamic planning method was 

developed by Raa et al. (2005), with a subset of possible scenarios based on both the 

static and probabilistic approaches. By taking the inventory (or backlog) level into 

account, it updates the production quantity by subtracting the amount left in the 

inventory, or adding the backlogged amount. The comparative result showed that the 
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dynamic planning solution had a smaller cost than those in statistic stochastic 

optimizations. Byrne et al. (2005) extended the linear programming approach by 

incorporating JIT concepts (the unit load concept and the effective loading ratio), 

combined with simulation to improve performance.  

In the area of uncertainty in ERP, Grabot et al. (2005) discussed three ways to 

deal with the safety margins in quantity and delay evaluation, plan periodic 

refreshment and safety inventory. They proposed a fuzzy logic model to manage the 

situation. Their experiments showed that the fuzzy method was feasible in practice 

and could be integrated in a homogeneous way with the MRP. Mula et al. (2006) 

gave a comprehensive review of the existing literature on production planning under 

uncertainty and classified the planning models in four categories: conceptual, 

analytical, artificial intelligence and simulation. They concluded that the fuzzy set 

theory was an appropriate methodology which could give a great advancement in the 

production planning system. In fact, the approach of adopting the fuzzy approach in 

production planning and scheduling to cope with uncertainty can also be found in 

many other studies (Grabot et al., 2005; Schultmann et al., 2006; Mula et al., 2010; 

Guillaume et al., 2011; Mula et al., 2007; Liang, 2008; Lan et al., 2009; Aliev et al., 

2007; Jamalnia et al., 2009; Peidro et al., 2009).  

A rolling horizon planning approach with two-stage stochastic programming 

to take care of uncertainty was proposed by Tolio et al. (2007) and the research 

concluded that re-planning with timely information could result in reduced lead 

times, stock-outs and operational costs. However, more frequent re-planning also 

leads to more frequent rescheduling that causes increased inventory and ordering 

costs. Jonsson et al. (2006) also observed a trend for manufacturers to have more 

frequent re-planning. For example, weekly MRP re-planning was most common by 
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1993, but daily re-planning was more common by 2005. Hozak et al. (2009) 

conducted a literature review on re-planning frequency and summarized that there 

was a research-practice gap between much of the production planning research and 

the current empirical trend of having more frequent re-planning, and was more 

successful with increased rescheduling. 

Two-stage and multi-stage policies have also been investigated. Wu et al. 

(2010) proposed a two-stage model to optimize price and demand uncertainty in the 

TFT-LCD industry. The essence of this approach is making production preparation 

(raw materials and other recourses) according to forecast results when the production 

is being carried out to minimize the impact of uncertainty. Zhang et al. (2011) 

presented a two-stage stochastic production planning model with the goal of 

minimizing the total production, inventory, and overtime costs under most scenarios. 

Zanjani et al. (2010) proposed a multi-stage stochastic program for production 

planning by separating the demand and yield uncertainties, and then integrated them 

with a stochastic programming model. The numerical results showed that their 

approach gave better results than the two-stage stochastic approach. Aghezzaf et al. 

(2010) discussed the tactical planning problem concerned with the determination of 

the optimal amount for each product-family at every manufacturing stage so that 

individual demand of the finished products was satisfied over the planning horizon 

with minimal inventory and cost. Three alternatives were recommended to generate 

production plans, namely the two-stage stochastic optimization model, the robust 

stochastic optimization model and the robust deterministic model. However, all are 

only concerned with the product quantity and the production capacity, but the 

fundamental question of monetary reward has not been considered! 
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2.2 Production Arrangement Approaches  

A proper production arrangement is crucial in running a production plant 

with the intention of obtaining the best financial result. Thus, many production 

arrangement approaches have been developed such as the MTO, the MTS, and the 

hybrid MTO/MTS.  

The well-known MTO and MTS are widely implemented in many industries, 

and there have been many research papers presented in this field (Yingdong, 2001; 

Dobson et al., 2002; Chang et al., 2003; Perona et al., 2009). A pure MTS production 

system is usually managed by demand forecast. Hence, products are processed in 

advance and stocked in a warehouse before a customer order arrives. For this system, 

a production line is designed for standard products and performance criteria are built 

upon a higher fill rate, demand forecasting, lot sizing, average work-in-process, etc. 

(Soman et al., 2004). In contrast with an MTS, MTO production is triggered only 

when a real order has been received from a customer. The criteria in an MTO system 

are average response time, average order delay, delivery lead-time, due dates, etc. 

(Soman et al., 2004). Haskose et al. (2004) discussed the arbitrary queuing network 

problem in an MTO manufacturing environment in which each workstation had 

limited buffer capacities. The research investigated the workload control in MTO and 

presented an approximation model with algorithms for getting the steady-state 

solution in any form of queuing network analytically. 

To decide which approach has higher efficiency and better performance for a 

production system is a big challenge for manufacturers. Some adopt MTO to reduce 

the inventory-related costs, but others employ MTS to cut production runs and 

ensure a quick response time to customers. Hallgren et al. (2006) pointed out that the 

distinction between MTS and MTO operations is all about the selection of the 
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manufacturing focus. 

Rajagopalan (2002) presented a solution model for deciding whether a set of 

items should be made to stock or made to order, and the production policy for the 

MTS items in the environment is characterized by a large number of items with 

stochastic demand and varying processing times, significant changeover times and 

limited production capacity. The heuristic solution approach provides near-optimal 

solutions. Kumar et al. (2007) did a case study on a contract manufacturer regarding 

an analysis of MTO versus MTS. The result was that a make-to-stock policy is better 

than a make-to-order policy in terms of operating income for a single SKU (product). 

Shao et al. (2012) evaluated MTO and MTS with order-fulfillment 

performance measurement in a system with an inventory cost budget constraint. 

Their research results showed that MTO was preferred in a production system with 

low component values and long component processing times or high values and 

short lead times, while MTS was applicable to a production system with either high 

component values and short component processing times or small values and long 

lead times. Nevertheless, this categorization method requires production to be 

distinguishable, but qualitative types of operation do not seem to be quite 

straightforward in yielding a proper classification result. 

To integrate the advantages of both MTS and MTO, the hybrid MTS/MTO 

has attracted the attention of researchers in recent years. Chang et al. (2003) 

developed a heuristic production activity control (PAC) model to achieve a rigid 

order release plan and dispatching control in the hybrid MTO/MTS in a wafer 

production environment. Soman et al. (2004) presented a three-level general 

framework to manage such a system in the food processing industry. Later, Soman et 

al. (2006) used four different scheduling methods in MTS and hybrid MTO/MTS 
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under stochastic demand, and compared their performances with extensive 

simulation studies. The results showed that the one that performed well in pure MTS 

definitely did not also perform well in the hybrid MTO/MTS. In 2007, a real case 

about the implementation of production planning and scheduling framework for a 

firm in the Netherlands producing 230 product types on a single line with limited 

capacity was provided by Soman et al. (2007). In this case, a few possible analytical 

decision aids were described and a heuristic for the MTO/MTS short-term 

batch-scheduling problem was also reported. 

How to design a hybrid MTS/MTO system and solve related problems have 

also been examined. Donk (2001) adopted the decoupling point concept from 

(Hoekstra et al., 1992) to classify products into either MTS or MTO, based on some 

specific characteristics. Furthermore, a method for designing an efficient production 

system for combining both MTS and MTO products was also presented by Tsubone 

et al. (2002), in which the buffer capacity was a design variable for determining the 

production capacity at a higher planning level, while the rules for allocating 

production capacity to products were another design variable at a lower level. 

Dobson et al. (2002) also developed several models for jointly optimizing product 

offering, pricing, MTO versus MTS and cycle time decisions. The research results 

showed that three factors, the product holding costs, the customers’ sensitivity to 

prices and delivery times, would impact upon the MTS versus MTO decision under 

the simplification of an infinite production rate in representing the inventory holding 

costs.  

 In analyzing a multi-product production/inventory system where demand 

on each item arriving is according to a Poisson process and the production time for 

each product has an Erlang distribution, Ohta et al. (2007) showed the optimality 
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condition for MTO and MTS policies, as well as the optimal base-stock level of the 

MTS policy using the M/Er/1 queuing model instead of the M/G/1. A dynamic 

production control and scheduling model was presented by Eivazy et al. (2009), 

which encompassed two major modules, the release and dispatching modules for a 

semiconductor shop with the hybrid MTS/MTO production policy. Their research 

also pointed out that the future research direction was to extend the hierarchical 

production planning (HPP) for hybrid MTS/MTO production systems. Rafiei et al. 

(2012) extended the research and addressed the tactical level of HPP in a hybrid 

MTS/MTO production system. A five-step model was proposed to make important 

decisions about the order acceptance/rejection policy, order due-date setting, 

lot-sizing of MTS products and determining the required capacity during the 

planning horizon.  

To deal with the issues of product diversity, improving delivery reliability, 

customizing products, providing suitable production flexibility and reducing system 

costs, manufacturers often use different production arrangements according to how 

the customer orders influence their systems. Therefore, the concepts of Order 

Penetration Point (OPP) and Customer Order Decoupling Point (CODP) were 

introduced. OPP is a topic receiving increasing attention in the manufacturing 

strategy literature. It is the point in the production value chain at which a specific 

order is linked to a specific product. Therefore, this point divides the production 

activities into forecast-driven (downward OPP) and customer-order-driven activities 

(upward OPP)(Olhager, 2003). Olhager (2003) also outlined factors that affect the 

positioning of the OPP into three categories: market, product and manufacturing 

characteristics. Rafiei et al. (2011) addressed a hybrid MTS/MTO product delivery 

strategy with two important decisions: order partitioning and OPP locating. A fuzzy 
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method was proposed to determine the location of the OPP for products with this 

hybrid strategy. 

In terms of CODP, Hallgren et al. (2006) investigated the relationships 

between different approaches to manufacturing relative to the CODP. The dotted 

lines in Figure 2-1 depict the forecast-driven production activities and the solid lines 

are customer-order-driven activities. Wikner et al. (2007) analyzed the supply chain 

dynamics downstream of the CODP and proposed an order book control logic in a 

mass customization MTO system, which could maintain delivery lead time targets 

with capacity limitation. 

 

Figure 2-1. Product delivery strategies related to CODP (Hallgren et al., 2006) 

 

Perona et al. (2009) developed a decision-making framework to plan inventory 

in small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). The test results at a small steel wire 

producer showed that the new framework could provide a significant performance 

improvement when compared with a less formalized planning approach. However, 

the improvement was achieved in the trade-off between inventory cost, set-up cost 

and on-time delivery performance. Wu et al. (2008) extended the research work of 

Chang et al. (2003) on hybrid MTO/MTS, and presented a scheduling method for 

hybrid MTO/MTS semiconductor fabrication with imposed machine-dedication 
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constraints to achieve a high on-time delivery rate for MTO products as well as a 

high throughput for MTS products. 

Different characteristics have been analyzed in order to develop a framework 

for choosing the most suitable decoupling point and replenishment policy and for 

determining the parameters of the chosen policy, such as the classical Economic 

Order Quantity (EOQ). A multi-criteria decision-making method was proposed by 

Hemmati et al. (2010), in which relevant criteria affecting MTS/MTO partition were 

split into four categories, market-related criteria, product-related criteria, 

process-related criteria and supplier-related criteria. The prime aim was to choose 

appropriate product delivery strategies for different products in the manufacturing 

system. The results revealed that the most important factor was the “required 

delivery time” and the company preferred to utilize MTO policy for producing a new 

product. In addition, there was a hybrid MTS/MTO optimal production control 

policy developed by Iravani et al. (2012). With a partial-linear structure 

characterized by three parameters, the base-stock level, the rationing level and the 

admission level. 

Indeed, there is a new hybrid MTS/MTO development direction that is to 

design a dynamic hybrid system in which the decoupling point in the MTS/MTO 

production capacity coordination can be re-adjusted according to the different 

demand patterns and customization levels. Zhang et al. (2013) suggested a 

multi-server queuing model of a dynamic hybrid system, where a subset of servers or 

machines is switched dynamically between MTS and MTO production via a 

congestion-based switching policy. The research results showed that the dynamic 

hybrid system generally outperformed the static hybrid system, particularly when the 

traffic intensity was high, in both MTS and MTO operations. 
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In fact, there has not been much research work on the hybrid MTO/MTS 

published in the literature, and the studies that have been published focused mainly 

on food processing and IT industries. Most were about how to decide the decoupling 

point of MTO and MTS or related problems, Figure 2-2 is a schematic drawing of a 

hybrid MTS/MTO production line, where it can be observed that the difference in 

the decoupling point (the separation point of MTS and MTO) impacts not only on 

the planning/scheduling/control of production, but also the physical layout of a 

production line, in most situations. 

 

Figure 2-2. Schematic of hybrid MTS/MTO production line(Yingdong, 2001)  

 

2.3 Key Factors Affecting Production Arrangement  

There are many factors that affect the production arrangement, and forecast and 

customer behavior are two of definite importance. Although some investigations 

have been done on these two factors individually, the room still exists to study 

further details, such as their interaction. Thus, some related research work 

concerning forecasting and customer behavior is reviewed in the following sections.  
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2.3.1 Demand Forecast 

 Forecasting is a tool used widely in many fields, such as economics and 

finance (Elliott et al., 2008), tourism (Song et al., 2008; Goh et al., 2011), 

telecommunication (Fildes et al., 2002), the medical industry (Wargon et al., 2009), 

construction(Wee, 2007), and market demand (Lee et al., 2006). It also plays an 

important role in modern manufacturing areas (Syntetos et al., 2009; Boylan et al., 

2010). Manufacturers are very enthusiastic about having good forecasting support 

systems to have more accurate forecast results and, therefore, a great deal of effort 

has been made to improve the demand forecast models such as the MA(1), the AR(1), 

the VAR(1) and artificial neural networks (NNs) (Chen et al., 2010; Hippert et al., 

2001). Alfares et al. (2002) examined a wide range of forecast models and classified 

them into nine categories: multiple regressions, exponential smoothing approaches, 

iterative reweighted least-squares, adaptive load forecasting methods, stochastic time 

series, ARMAX models based on genetic algorithms, fuzzy logics, neural networks 

and expert systems.  

Other forecast-related issues were investigated as well, such as forecast 

evaluation (Granger et al., 2000) and forecast behavior (Leitner et al., 2011). Up to 

the present time, there have been enormous achievements in forecast methodologies 

and applications (Fildes et al., 2008; Syntetos et al., 2009; Song et al., 2008; Goh et 

al., 2011). Wee (2007) studied the quality of demand forecast in large-scale projects 

and suggested that the quality of the demand forecast was associated with the 

application of state-of-the-art techniques, the adoption of external views and the 

introduction of measuring tools. Recent studies also indicated that some advanced 

techniques and their combinations tended to result in better forecast accuracy under 

certain circumstances (Goh et al., 2011). However, there is no singular method that 
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can outperform others, with clear-cut evidence, in forecast competition (Song et al., 

2008). Some broad conclusions regarding the practical construction of a forecast 

case have been given: the forecast objective is important, time series models often 

change with time, a combination of forecasting methods may offer an attractive 

alternative and related guidance is important to give a good result (Elliott & 

Timmermann, 2008). Forecast applications in marketing operations had been studied 

by Fildes et al. (2008) over a period of 25 years. They pointed out that intermittent 

demand, sales responsiveness and computer-intensive methods applied to direct 

marketing and credit risk appraisal have proven susceptible to new ideas. In addition, 

knowledge of the bullwhip effect and the benefits of information sharing have 

provided a valuable opportunity for academic modelers. 

Although substantial achievements in forecasting have been achieved, some 

forms of forecast error are still inevitable. A lot of the researchers have concentrated 

on how to improve forecast accuracy, but little attention has been given to how to 

relate the impact caused by forecast errors. Bert (2007) conducted a review of the 

quality of demand forecasts and spelled out that only a few studies had made a 

systematic examination between the forecast and the actual demand. Some factors 

that influenced the forecasting quality were investigated and it was shown that 

strategic behavior seemed to be more important than other factors in the demand 

forecast. Unfortunately, the research was on large projects only, without considering 

the “time” factor in association with the forecast result. Fildes et al. (2011) carried 

out a comprehensive study of the problem of demand uncertainty and forecast error 

in relation to the unit costs and the customer service levels in the supply chain field. 

Although they proposed a framework for examining the effect on forecast error, how 

to minimize the effect due to forecast error was not mentioned. In practice, if we 
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accept that forecast error is unavoidable, then it will be sensible to address the issue 

of how to cope with this error. 

 

2.3.2 Customer Behavior 

Customer behavior has attracted a lot of attention for the reason that it affects 

the sales directly and this is fundamentally essential for all companies. Many models 

for investigating customer behavior have been formulated mathematically. The 

research can be divided into two main sectors. One is about keeping customers' 

satisfaction (or loyalty) and the other is to investigate the customer behavior.  

Disconfirmation theory is concerned with the cognition of transaction 

specific experiences that is an underpinning for customer (dis-)satisfaction and 

subsequent behavior, while cognitive psychology is concerned with the importance 

of cognitive schemas in the decision process. In the service industries, 

disconfirmation of expectations and cognitive psychology are employed in 

predicting consumer behavior (Andreassen et al., 1998). A field study in a 

supermarket to find out the relationship between customer waiting time and 

satisfaction with the server was conducted by Gail et al. (1997). The findings were 

that satisfaction with the server increased with decrease in “perceived” waiting time, 

and socializing with customers helped to reduce the “perceived” waiting time. In the 

study of waiting time, Fitzsimons (2000) also found that some customers would wait 

for the item they originally sought while others would not, either because they 

decided to buy a substitute or they did not buy anything. Andreassen et al. (1998) 

examined the influence of company image and customer satisfaction on customer 

loyalty and concluded that, for complex and infrequently purchased services, 

corporate image rather than customer satisfaction was the main predictor of customer 
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loyalty. This finding challenges the disconfirmation of expectations paradigm, which 

predicts customer satisfaction as the primary root of customer loyalty.  

In the long tail phenomenon, Bardacki et al. (2004) and Chen et al. (2005) 

showed that customer behavior differs across markets. Brynjolfsson et al., (2011) 

and Elberse (2008) adopted the idea that customer behavior was heterogeneous in a 

market, and this was also supported by Elias (2002). Brabazona et al. (2012) 

assumed that there were two key factors affecting customer purchasing decisions, the 

amount of specification compromise that a customer was willing to make and the 

length of waiting time. This point was also evident from findings from other 

researchers (Elias, 2002; Holweg et al., 2004; Bardacki et al., 2004; Fredriksson et 

al., 2005). Besides waiting time and corporate image, many other factors were 

investigated, such as personal characteristics (Homburg et al., 2001), culture 

difference (Chen et al., 2005), organization’s complaint management (Homburg et 

al., 2005), and service improvement (Kumar, 2005).  

Typically, customer patience is analogous to the waiting time. Bae et al. 

(2001) studied the M/G/1 queue with impatient customers and proposed a formula 

for the limiting distribution of the virtual waiting time. Mandelbaum et al. (2004) 

made some observations in call centers regarding the relationship between customer 

patience with the M/M/n+G queue, and discovered that there was a linear 

relationship between the probability of abandoning and the average wait time 

prevailing, both practically and theoretically. Based on the study of extensive 

statistical data from a telephone call center, Brown et al. (2005) proposed a survival 

function of customers remaining on hold after having waited for a given length of 

time, and the research data showed clearly that it decreased monotonically from 

unity as the length of time increased. Anderson et al. (2006) analyzed the purchasing 
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case of 20,000 customers of a mail-order catalog company and their findings 

revealed that the percentage of customers who cancelled their orders increased with 

the anticipated delay before the item was expected to be shipped. Gershwin et al. 

(2009) offered a defection function, similar to the function mentioned in Brown et al. 

(2005), and they indicated the fraction of potential customers who chose not to 

complete their orders when the backlog reached a given level. Veatch (2009) 

demonstrated that, for a simple model of production control, the impact of customer 

impatience on lost sales could be captured by a single parameter, a mean sojourn 

time, even when customer behavior was a function of the backlog. Robinson et al. 

(2011) studied the cost of a patient's waiting time in a doctor's office and gave an 

observation-based method for estimating the relative cost in association with the 

customer waiting time.  

In a nutshell, there are many factors contributing to customer behavior, 

including waiting time, corporate image, personal characteristics, cultural difference, 

the organization’s complaint management, and service improvement. Moreover, in 

different markets (products, nations, countries, or even age groups), the effects of the 

aforementioned factors on customers are also quite different. Nevertheless, the 

amount of specification compromise and the length of waiting time are always two 

key factors affecting customer purchasing decisions. Furthermore, there is probably a 

linear relationship between the probability to abandon the purchase and the average 

waiting time. 

 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter reviewed four key areas related to the research: Demand 

uncertainty, Production control approaches (MTO/MTS/Hybrid), Demand forecast 
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and Customer behavior. In terms of the demand uncertainty, it showed that there 

were generally three directions to deal with: improving demand forecast, adopting 

production planning technique and producing early.  

In production approach research, the review indicated that MTO suited for low 

component values and long component processing times or high values with short 

lead times, while MTS was just the adverse case. However, it is hard to  fit all 

production systems well into either MTO or MTS. Thus, the hybrid MTO/MTS 

comes to the interests of researchers.  

The review in forecast hinted that no forecast method could be 100 percent 

accurate as there were too many elements involved and the forecast technique could 

be quite distinctive towards the case. Lastly, customer patience was analogous to the 

waiting time (satisfaction with the server increased with decrease in “perceived” 

waiting time). Typically, the amount of specification compromise and the length of 

waiting time were two key factors affecting customer purchasing decisions. 

Therefore, shortening customer waiting time is a purpose of production control.  
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Chapter 3 Development of MTB Model 

Manufacturers always have a strong desire to achieve the goal of providing 

more product varieties and having higher customer service levels in order to make 

the company more profitable. This chapter introduces a novel production approach 

named Make-to-Balance (MTB), which was inspired by the restaurant production 

control approach discussed in Section 1.3. With the purpose of having both the 

advantages of MTO and MTS so as to achieve better production performance 

without the complication of determining the decoupling point and the capacity 

coordination in the hybrid MTO/MTS, MTB provides a quick way to determine an 

optimal production arrangement by making a balance between the forecast error and 

customer loss in waiting. 

 

3.1 Introduction to MTB Methodology Development 

There are many factors affecting production operations, and MTB balances 

the influences of the two key factors to achieve an optimal result. In the following 

sections, the schematic framework and concept of this research are presented first, 

and the associated mathematical model is then described in detail.  

 

3.1.1 Conceptual MTB Framework 

Demand uncertainty may have a serious negative impact on production and 

therefore a great deal of effort has been put into this area. In fact, both MTO and 

MTS have the same purpose of minimizing the negative effect through different 

strategies, but previous methods have focused mainly on how to switch between 

MTO and MTS. However, there are other factors affecting production and, possibly, 
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some interactions exist among these factors as well.   

The fundamental importance of the new MTB production model is to achieve 

the optimal profit. Figure 3-1 shows the conceptual framework. Although there are 

N factors involved and the dash lines mean that there are possibly some interactions 

among these factors, the proposed MTB production arrangement concentrates on 

resolving the conflict between two key factors, the forecast error and the customer 

loss in waiting. It is not difficult to see that the customers’ patience is fading with 

time and forecasting is an essential tool to shorten the customers’ waiting time, but it 

is always subject to unavoidable forecast error. 

 

Figure 3-1. Production optimization framework 

 

3.1.2 MTO/MTS/MTB Time Horizons  

To improve the customer service level, it is important to produce the right 

product quantity at the right time, and therefore demand quantity and product 

availability time are the key elements. Forecasting and customer reaction are related 

closely and hence these two elements are involved in developing the MTB model. 

Forecast error 

Minimize 

Production Loss 

Factor N 

MTB Production Model 

… 

Customer loss 

in waiting 
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The longer the time spans in a forecast, the larger the forecast error. With a longer 

waiting time, customers will be less patient and there is a higher possibility for them 

to change their minds. It can be observed that time is the common measure of 

forecast error and customer loss in waiting. Thus, MTB aims at identifying the most 

suitable time in the specific time window for the production to start at to have a good 

balance in customer waiting time and forecast error as well. Figure 3-2 shows the 

time horizons of different production arrangements. They are labeled as: (1) the MTS 

production, (2) the MTO production; (3) the proposed MTB production. 

In the case of the MTS arrangement, the production starts right ahead with 

the whole total time (T) or more (i.e., Ta ≥ T, Tw=0) before the customer’s arrival, 

and the product quantity is usually made by the forecast. The advantage of this 

production type is that the customer waiting time is the least. However, forecast error 

is generally difficult to prevent and hence it may lead to either an excessive 

inventory or a stock-out condition. In contrast, MTO only begins after the customer 

order has been confirmed and, therefore, excessive inventory or stock-out can 

usually be avoided. Yet, this arrangement implies that customers have enough 

patience to wait for the products. In fact, no customer has indefinite patience 

(Benjaafar et al., 2010) and generally, the longer the waiting time, the higher the 

chance of losing a sale. In fact, inventory problems and customer loss are situations 

that all companies want to stay away from, and so there is a dilemma regarding the 

forecasting period. This is because a shorter forecast time (Ta) increases the accuracy, 

but it also increases the customer waiting time (Tw) that leads to more likely ending 

up with more sale failures due to customer loss. Therefore, it is sensible to make a 

balance between the forecast duration and the customer waiting time in order to 

minimize the loss. Indeed, the development of the MTB production model is to 
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accommodate such a case. Table 3-1 gives an overview of the characteristics of the 

three production arrangements that have just been discussed.  

 

Figure 3-2. Time horizons of different production arrangements 

 

Table 3-1. Characteristics of production arrangements 

Production 

arrangement 

Production 

ahead time 

Customer 

waiting time 

Possibility of 

excessive inventory 

or stock-out 

Customer 

loss 

MTS T 0 High Low 

MTO 0 T Low High 

MTB Ta Tw Moderate Moderate 

Remark: T = Ta + Tw 

 

3.2 MTB Mathematical Modelling 

 A supreme production system aims to produce the right quantity that meets 

the market demand at the right time. However, there are always uncertainties and 

Time 

Production start 

Products available 

Products available 

T 

T 

T 

Ta Tw 

(1) MTS 

(2) MTO 

(3) MTB 
Production start Products available 

Production start 

Customer arrived 

Ta - production start ahead time (before customer arrived);  

Tw - customer waiting time;  

T - total time (throughput time and delivery time) that also equals to (Ta + Tw). 
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they may bring some forms of loss to the company. The key purpose of the MTB 

model is to make the right compensation for the negative effects due to the forecast 

error and the customer loss in waiting with the specific time window (T) so as to 

minimize the loss. To formulate this model, it is necessary to establish the 

relationship between the forecast error and the customer loss in waiting; the basic 

mathematical notations involved in the model development are given in Table 3-2. 

Table 3-2. Mathematical notations 

Ta Production start ahead time (before the customer arrives) 

Tw Customer waiting time 

T Total time required (T = Ta + Tw) 

X Real demand quantity of products 

Xf Forecast demand quantity ( = Produced product quantity) 

Lo Loss of overproduction per product in cost 

Lu Loss of underproduction per product in cost 

Pf(Ta) Forecast error percentage function at ahead time (Ta)   [0 ≤ Pf(Ta) ≤ 1] 

Pc(Tw) Customer loss percentage function after waiting for time (Tw)  [0 ≤ Pc(Tw) ≤ 1] 

 

Normally, there are two opposite trends expected from a forecast value. The 

first is the forecast demand (it is also considered as the quantity to be produced) that 

is greater than the real demand (X) with the production start ahead time      such 

that: 

             
         [1] 

 

Arguably, it could be more appropriate to use the following equation instead: 

              
        [2] 

 

However, this creates some difficulties in the model development and 

calculations have shown that the differences in these two error percentage functions 
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can be determined as follows:   

               
                             

  

  
  

          
                                     

   

  

          
             

   

            
            

   

         
         

         
         

  

Assuming that the deviation in these two probability functions is ∆P and, 

       
         

      

By substitution,   

         
          

             
          

      

          
             

  
 
        

     

   
        

         
    

            
  

Since 0 ≤ Pf1(Ta) ≤ 1, the relationship of these two functions is plotted as in 

Figure 3-3 and data is given in Table 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3. Relationship between forecast functions 

 

Table 3-3. Deviation of forecast functions 

Pf1(Ta) Pf2(Ta) ∆P 

 

Pf1(Ta) Pf2(Ta) ∆P 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

 

0.55 -0.35 -0.90 

0.05 -0.05 -0.10 

 

0.60 -0.38 -0.98 

0.10 -0.09 -0.19 

 

0.65 -0.39 -1.04 

0.15 -0.13 -0.28 

 

0.70 -0.41 -1.11 

0.20 -0.17 -0.37 

 

0.75 -0.43 -1.18 

0.25 -0.20 -0.45 

 

0.80 -0.44 -1.24 

0.30 -0.23 -0.53 

 

0.85 -0.46 -1.31 

0.35 -0.26 -0.61 

 

0.90 -0.47 -1.37 

0.40 -0.29 -0.69 

 

0.95 -0.49 -1.44 

0.45 -0.31 -0.76 

 

1.00 -0.50 -1.50 

0.50 -0.33 -0.83 

     

Similarly, in the case of        
         

    , we obtain: 
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It turns out that using              
  is always able to cover the 

range of               
  in terms of the error spread. Although they are on 

opposite sides, this is still applicable because the forecast error also spreads to both 

sides. Therefore, here will not be a negative effect by employing equation [2] to 

generate the “real demand” in simulation tests and so forth.    

Figure 3-4 is a graphical illustration of such a situation in which it takes a 

total time period of T to produce the quantity of products forecasted. The solid line in 

the middle of the figure stands for the real customer demand while the solid line on 

the left side is the forecast demand, which is higher than the real one in this case. The 

horizontal displacement between the forecast demand and the real demand is Ta, that 

is the production starts at Ta time ahead of the customer arrival. The solid line on the 

right side represents the customers remaining after the Tw waiting period, where the 

products are available at that time. The difference in height between the right and left 

solid lines is the overproduction volume when the production is finished. Indeed, this 

is an overproduction situation with (        
 ) units overproduced. Moreover, 

there is another additional portion contributed by the customer loss of (        ) 

units due to the waiting time (   , and this also further stretches the loss in 

overproduction.  

For value    that represents the total loss in the situation where the forecast 

demand is larger than the real demand, plus the consequence of loss due to customer 

waiting, then: 

           
                        [3] 

In the case of c1 equals to C1 per “product”, it becomes: 

              
                     [4] 
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Figure 3-4. Forecast demand larger than real demand 

 

The first part of    is concerned with the loss of overproduction as a result 

of the forecast error. The second is the further overproduction contributed by the loss 

of customers in waiting.  

In contrast, Figure 3-5 illustrates the situation where the forecast demand is 

smaller than the real demand with the start ahead time     . Comparable to Figure 

3-4, the solid line in the middle stands for the real customer demand whilst the solid 

line on the left side is the forecast demand but is lower than real demand. The 

rightmost solid line also represents customers remaining after Tw. Now, the 

difference between the left and the middle solid lines is the underproduction volume. 

The difference between the middle and left solid lines is the total loss in customers. 

The difference between the left and right solid lines is the overproduction volume 

caused, including the customer loss at the time when products are available. 

In an underproduction situation with a shortage of (        
 ) units, the 

customer loss in waiting is analogous to the previous overproduction case, but when 

the customer loss level is smaller than the forecast error (             
 ), the 

underproduction situation prevails; but once (             
 ), the customer loss 

-T T 

T 

Ta Tw 

0 

        
  

Overproduction  

  

Customers 

remained 
Real demand ( ) 

Forecast demand      

= Quantity produced 
 

           
Overproduction  
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brings in an overproduction situation. Therefore, for the total loss    when the 

forecast demand is smaller than the real demand plus the result of customer waiting 

loss, this turns out to be: 

           
                        

             [5] 

Similarly, c2 equals to C2 per product giving: 

              
                      

           [6] 

 

Figure 3-5. Forecast demand smaller than real demand 

 

The first part of    is caused by the forecast error and the second part is the 

possible overproduced quantity caused by customers leaving. If the possibility of 

overproduction is ρ, the objective function is: 

                            [7] 

where Ta is the most important factor in having a minimum Z value. Moreover, there 

are two more functions that need to be plugged into the current model: the forecast 

error percentage against time horizon (Pf(Ta)) and the customer loss percentage 

against waiting time (Pc(Tw)) functions. The following sections introduce the 

formulation of these two functions. 

 

-T T 

T 

Ta Tw 

0 

        
  

Underproduction  
  

Customer 

remained 
Real demand ( ) 

Forecast demand 

(Quantity produced) 

                    
      

Overproduction  
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3.2.1 Forecast Error Spread Percentage Function Modelling 

 Normally, the forecast error spread decreases as the forecast time duration 

becomes shorter. Therefore, to have a better forecast accuracy, there is a need to 

reduce the production ahead time, but consequently, customers are required to wait 

for a longer time to receive the products/services. Although forecast methods were 

reviewed in Section 2.2.1, research on the mathematical modelling of the forecast 

error spread is still limited. Since point forecasts are often less appropriate than 

predictive distributions (Granger et al., 2000), the exponential function is adopted for 

modelling the error spread against time, and assumes that the chance is evenly 

distributed across the spread in a random manner.  In modelling the forecast error 

spread with time,   represents the error parameter (     ) such that a larger 

value of   leads to a higher forecast error spread (see Figure 3-6). Thus, the 

forecast error range is +/-[0,           ] at time Ta. Therefore, 

                             [8] 

The forecast error can be positive, negative, oscillating from period to period, 

etc. As a result, the function Pf(Ta) can be different in dissimilar forecasting 

mechanisms in order to accommodate the needs in various situations. 

 

Figure 3-6. Forecast error spread percentage against ahead time graph 

Forecast error spread (positive side) 

100% 

0 
Ta (Forecast ahead time) 
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3.2.2 Modeling of Customer Loss in Waiting Percentage Function 

Normally, a long waiting time bears more on a customer’s patience, and there 

is a higher chance for a customer to change his/her mind (Taylor, 1994). To model 

this scenario, a linear relation between the probability to abandon against the waiting 

time can be used (Mandelbaum et al., 2004). In Figure 3-7, the customer loss 

percentage is a piecewise linear function modeled as:  

       

 
 

 
                                         

                              
 

 
   

                                
 

 
   

        [9] 

  is the limit of the tolerable waiting time in which a customer is willing to 

wait;   is the customer loss percentage per unit time (     ) such that the 

higher the  , more impatient customers are in the pool.  

 

Figure 3-7. Relationship of customer loss percentage against waiting time 

 

3.3 Determination of Production Ahead Time (Ta) 

Now, recalling the governing function is:  

               
                         

      

                        
                        [10] 

Customer loss percentage 

100% 

0           Tw (customer waiting time) 
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Here, the assumption is made that the forecast error value at time Ta has an 

even distribution in the error range and so the mean of the forecast error is half of the 

maximum value (               ). Now, by inserting the forecast error percentage 

and customer loss parentage functions, then: 

                                               [11] 

Situation A:              : 

         
                   

                       [12] 

                                                   

Hence, the function becomes: 

                                                     

                                                      

     

 

Then, by taking       (i.e., under-forecast and over-forecast have equal 

chances) and simplifying the above objective function, gives:  

                                         [13] 

Here, taking the derivative with respect to Ta,  

     
                         

When      
   ,    

 

 
  

   

     
 .  

Taking the second derivative of the function, 

     
                      ,  

Since      
     (one can see that it is always a negative number), then 

     
   0 is the maximum point. Thus,    

 

 
  

   

     
  gives the maximum value in 
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Situation A and the curve shape of Z(Ta) is shown in Figure 3-8. 

 

Figure 3-8. Z(Ta) curve in Situation A                 

 

Situation B:              : 

         
     

                                               [14] 

The objective function becomes: 

                                        

                                         [15] 

Similarly, taking derivatives with respect to Ta, 

     
                                            

                                              

                             

Since      
                              (negative value), 

     
   0 is also the maximum point. Therefore,    

 

 
  

 

  
   

  

  
  is the 

maximum value in Situation B and the sketched curve of Z(Ta) is given in Figure 

3-9. 

Z(Ta) 

Ta 

0 

Maximum point 
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Figure 3-9. Z(Ta) curve shape in Situation B                 

 

In fact, there is little interest in these two maximum points as each represents 

one of the worst scenarios, but the goal is clearly on minimizing the loss by 

identifying an appropriate Ta (the production start ahead time) within the range [0, T]. 

To visualize the two       curves governing situations A and B, they have been 

sketched in Figure 3-10 (a, b and c) according to different circumstances.  

It is not difficult to observe that the intercept of these two curves occurs 

at              ; also see the formulation of the equation [3] for C2. In the figures, 

the minimum value can be found at three points:  

                             [16] 

                            [17] 

                              [18] 

in which the condition of               is particularly fascinating. 

 

Z(Ta) 

Ta 

0 

Maximum point 
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- Minimum point 

 

Figure 3-10.  Z(Ta) curves in MTB/MTS/MTO 

 

In the case of                

                                       

This means that, with this production start ahead time (Ta), the products are 

the right fit to the customer demand after waiting for (Tw), as the quantity of 

underproduction is equal to the customer loss in waiting. See Figure 3-11. 
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Figure 3-11. Underproduction equal to customer loss 

 

By inserting the associated functions developed with the condition of        

equals to       , gives:   

                               [19] 

As the value of αTa is usually quite small in order to provide a reasonably 

good forecast result (say, for a forecast error of ±20% in a 100-day time frame 

(              ), it can be readily worked out that α=0.0022, αTa=0.2200, 

(αTa)
2
=0.0484, (αTa)

3
=0.0106), etc. Since the exponential function can also be 

expanded as           
  

  
 
      

  

  
 

     

  
 

     

  
  , it provides a 

sensible approximation by ignoring the third order term and above in the equation. 

Thus,  

         
     

 

 
              

        
                   

Therefore, the Ta at the interception point (Tax) can be resolved by calculating 

the roots of the quadratic equation: 

-T T 

T 

Ta Tw 

0 

        
  

Underproduction  
  

Customer 

remained 

Real demand (X) 

Forecasted demand  

(Quantity produced) 

          
Customer Loss  
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[20] 

 

Hence, through the comparison of Ta at this interception and the two 

boundary points, a decision can be made with the help of the function by 

minimizing:  

              
                         

     

                        
        

For     (totally accurate forecast), the optimal value can be found at 

       and it is an MTS case.  When     (very good, patient customers), 

    (customers are willing to wait for a total production time) or     (the 

forecast is totally inaccurate), the optimal value is at      that is MTO. Hence, to 

facilitate the decision-making process, the optimal judgment conditions are 

summarized as:  

For       : , one has to check the    at all three points as: 

                       
                     

              ;
 

For                        :  

The optimal value is at       ; 

For                     :  

The optimal value is at     . 

 

As a supplement, there is another quick approximation by ignoring the 

second order term and those beyond in the     equation. Thus,  

                      

    
      

     
                     [21] 
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Then, when      , the optimal judgment conditions can be replaced by:  

                       
      

     
            

  

 

 

3.4 Summary 

MTB framework and mathematical model were presented in this chapter. The 

main idea of MTB is to achieve minimum production loss through the balancing of 

the customer loss in waiting and the forecast error. First, the forecast error spread 

percentage function and customer loss in waiting percentage function were 

introduced. Next, two situations (overproduction and underproduction) were 

elaborated. Then, based on these elements, the objective function of MTB was 

formulated to determine the most suitable production starting time that would be 

sometime between the MTO and MTS time horizon; in some occasions, the optimal 

solution could be either MTO or MTS as well because the result depended on system 

parameters. Finally, a simplified version of the MTB model was also presented for 

easing the calculated.  
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Chapter 4 MTB Software and Simulation Model Developments 

This chapter describes the simulation model developed by using the STELLA 

software and C# language to identify the correctness of the proposed MTB model. 

As a commercially available software package, STELLA offers an opportunity to 

create dynamic visual models for studying a wide variety of problems in an easy to 

understand style. However, it can be tedious to use STELLA to generate all 

necessary data for verification purposes and, therefore, the program MTB has been 

coded. It uses a step-by-step iteration approach similar to the simulation and the 

correctness is confirmed by STELLA. Last, the Smart MTB has also been created to 

determine the most suitable “production start ahead time” based on the proposed 

MTB model straightaway.    

 

4.1 STELLA Simulation Model 

The main STELLA window is divided into four tabbed pages: Interface, Map, 

Model and Equation. Each tab represents a distinct layer in the model and provides a 

different way for designing and presenting a model. This section illustrates details of 

how the STELLA model simulates the results of different production arrangements 

constructed. 

 

4.1.1 Simulation Interface  

The interface of the STELLA model is composed of two parts, the Parameter 

Input List and the Simulation Result table that shows the total loss per product as in 

Figure 4-1. In the parameter input list, there are nine parameters: Forecast Demand 

Qty, Forecast Error Spread % at Total Time Required Ahead, Customer Loss Rate, 
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Customer Willing to Wait Time, Delivery Time, Production Rate, Product Throughput 

Time, Overproduction Cost Per Unit and Underproduction Cost Per Unit. Next, the 

Simulation Result table shows the results of total loss per product in the simulation 

process with different Ta settings.  

 

Figure 4-1. STELLA model interface  

 

4.1.2 Simulation Sub-models 

With the forecast demand to be produced, the known production rate, 

throughput time and delivery time needed and the total time (T) required from the 
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production start to delivery of products to customers can be determined. Figure 4-2 

shows the inter-links, and details about the associated mathematical relationships can 

be found in Table 4-1.  

 

Figure 4-2. Simulation process of total time calculation 

 

As the forecast demand is the quantity to be produced, once the forecast error 

at Ta is known, the range of customer demand after time Ta can be computed 

accordingly. By making use of the random generator in the software with event 

distribution in the given customer demand range, a customer demand can be created. 

On the other hand, the customer waiting time can be obtained simply (Tw = T - Ta). 

Through the simulation, possible inventory and products sold can be obtained at each 

Ta, and the total loss per product can be obtained in each case. Next, the collective 

simulation results give the mean value of the total loss per product for a particular Ta. 

Last, keep trying incrementally for next Ta value, and the most suitable production 

ahead time (Ta) can be found accordingly. 

In practice, there are five main clusters for the simulating production. The 

first is to calculate the total time needed for producing the forecast product quantity, 

as in Figure 4-2. The second is to simulate the customer demand. With the forecast 
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error spread and total time required, the forecast error factor ( ) can be determined. 

Then, with the production given ahead time Ta and the forecast demand quantity, the 

forecast error spread at Ta can be found. In the range of ±forecast error spread, a 

random number (Event Distributed Random Number) is generated to simulate the 

“real” forecast error so that the “real” demand quantity can be calculated. The 

simulation process is shown in Figure 4-3. 

 

Figure 4-3. Simulation of real customer demand 

 

The third cluster involves working out the customer loss in waiting. With the 

customer waiting time (Tw) and the two customer loss percentage factors ( : the limit 

of the tolerable waiting time;  : the customer loss percentage per unit time), 

customers still remaining after a waiting time (Tw) can be resolved. Figure 4-4 

shows a STELLA model cluster for the demand, after a waiting that is equivalent to 

the number of customers remaining in the pool at that time. 
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Figure 4-4. Simulation of customer loss in waiting 

 

The fourth cluster is the simulation of the production flow. It starts by 

producing the forecast demand quantity and the products that are available after the 

production time. The products delivered to customers are marked as products sold 

and the products left stay in the inventory. This simulation cluster is shown in Figure 

4-5. 

 

Figure 4-5. Simulation of production and delivery 

 

The fifth cluster is to work out the underproduction loss or overproduction 

loss based on the information provided in previous clusters so that the total loss and 

total loss per product can be determined. (Also see Figure 4-6)  
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Figure 4-6. Simulation of loss calculation 

 

Figure 4-7 shows the entire simulation model that contains the five clusters 

illustrated, and Table 4-1 summarizes all the main equations involved in this 

simulation model.  
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Figure 4-7. MTB STELLA simulation model 
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Table 4-1. Equations of MTB simulation model in STELLA  

Parameter Equation 
Product time ROUND(Product_Throughput_Time+Forecast_Demand_Qty/Production

_Rate) 

Total time required Delivery_Time+Production_Time 

Forecast error 

factor 

-1*LOGN(1-Forecast_Error_Spread_%_at_Total_Time_Required_Ahea

d/100)/Total_Time_Required 

Forecast Error 

Spread at 

Production Ahead 

Time 

ROUND((1-EXP(-1*Forecast_Error_Factor*Production_Ahead_Time))*

Forecast_Demand_Qty) 

Demand 

Calculation 

PULSE(Forecast_Demand_Qty+Forecast_Error_Spread_At_Production_

Ahead_Time*Event_Distributed_Random_Number, 0, 0) 

Customer Waiting 

Time 

Total_Time_Required-Production_Ahead_Time 

Customers Loss in 

Waiting 

IF Customer_Willing__To_Wait_Time >= Customer_Waiting_Time 

Then 0 Else 

IF  

(Customer_Waiting_Time-Customer_Willing__To_Wait_Time)*Custom

er_Loss_Rate >= 1  

THEN Demand_Qty  

ELSE 

Demand_Qty*(Customer_Waiting_Time-Customer_Willing__To_Wait_

Time)*Customer_Loss_Rate 

Demand After  

Waiting 

Demand_Qty-Customers_Loss__In_Waiting 

Production start PULSE(Forecast_Demand_Qty,0,0) 

Production end Production_Time 

Products avaliable IF Inventory = Forecast_Demand_Qty THEN 

MIN(Inventory,Demand_After__Waiting) ELSE 0 

Overproduction 

Loss 

Inventory*Overproduction_Cost_Per_Unit 

Overforecast or 

underforecast 

Forecast_Demand_Qty-Demand_Qty 

Underproduction 

Loss 

IF Overforecast_or_underforecast < 0  

THEN -Overforecast_or_underforecast*Underproduction_Cost_Per_Unit 

ELSE 0 

Total Loss Overforecast_Loss+Underforecast_Loss 

Total Loss per 

product 

Total_Loss/Forecast_Demand_Qty 
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4.1.3 Simulation Model Configuration 

Figure 4-8 shows the 'Run Specs' configuration of a STELLA simulation 

model. The two circled portions are where special attention is needed. The 'length of 

simulation' is the model running time that should always be larger than the total 

production time required in the case of simulating the MTB model. 'DT' is the time 

increment for calculations in a model simulation.  

 

Figure 4-8. 'Run Specs' configuration of MTB model in STELLA 

 

STELLA provides the sensitivity analysis function that can be used to 

generate a group of simulation results. This is very useful for collecting statistical 

data and can be employed to obtain the average total loss per product in the MTB 

model analysis because the “real” demand in simulation will be generated based on 

random distribution. For example, in Figure 4-9, the value of '# of Runs' is set to 150 
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and means that the test will run 150 times automatically, each time with a random 

number evenly distributed (see the icon on the left hand side of the distribution 

checkbox selected) in the range of [-1, 1] and a seed equal to 0. Finally, the outputs 

can be stored in a table and one can work out the mean value needed accordingly by 

transfer of the output data into the MS-Excel format. 

 

Figure 4-9. Sensitivity configuration in STELLA 

 

4.2 Introduction to Two C# MTB Programs 

In this research, two programs were designed and coded in C# on the 

Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Express Edition platform. The MTB program gives the 

step-by-step iteration results based on incrementing the production start ahead times 

by: (1) using random numbers to generate the work, like the simulation approach, 

and (2) utilizing a constant value Pf(Ta)/2 to represent the forecast error for ease of 

calculation, and this also confirms the accuracy of putting a 0.5 value in Equation 
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[10] in Chapter 3. This program plots the loss per product against production start 

ahead time, so that one can easily observe the minimum on the graph as well. The 

aim is to verify the correctness of the proposed MTB model. Although STELLA can 

also have the job done, it consumes much more time and effort in getting the 

required results and MS-Excel is needed to assist in the data manipulations. The 

program architecture, flow logic, functions and interface are presented in the 

following sections. The experimental data are inputted through the user interface 

where some essential outputs are also shown after the program execution. In addition, 

the program execution results are also stored in an MS Excel file in “csv” format for 

viewing. Finally, the smart version of the program, namely Smart MTB, allows the 

obtaining of the best production start ahead time and its linked cost loss per product 

directly by employing Equation [20]. 

 

4.2.1 MTB Software Architecture 

The main purpose of coding this software program in this research was to 

verify the correctness of the generated results by the formulated mathematical model. 

Figure 4-10 gives a conceptual picture of the framework with some crucial data 

connections. The Production Ahead Time Determination module, which is the kernel 

of the software, contains the equation set with the operational sequences established 

in line with Chapter 3. To determine the consequences of having different 

production ahead times, basic setups of the forecast model and the customer 

behavior to the associated product need to be done beforehand. Then, with the 

product information (total production duration time, overproduction loss and 

underproduction loss), the most suitable production ahead time (Ta) can be obtained 

by tracking for the lowest total loss per product with incrementing production ahead 
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time setting, on top of using the proposed MTB model created.  

   

 

Figure 4-10. MTB program conceptual framework  

 

4.2.2 MTB Program Workflow and Key Functions 

With reference to Figure 4-10, it can be seen that the implementation of the 

production ahead time determination module is the most important portion of the 

program. To enhance the user-friendliness of the MTB program, it is separated into 

three parts on the window: the numeric data entry, the numerical result display and 

the graphical drawings. The sequence diagram regarding the sofware operations is 

shown in Figure 4-11. The first part concerns the Form Generation, whereas the 

second part labelled as MTB Calculations is the core which contains seven key 

functions:  

Forecast Error Information  

[α] 

Customer Waiting Loss Information  

[β, γ] 

Production Ahead Time 

Determination  

1. Incremental output to MS Excel 

(*.csv) 

[Ta, Loss, Pf(Ta), Pc(Tw)]  

…………….. 

 

2. Two optimal [Ta] and [Loss] by 

tracking 

 

Product Information  

[Lo, Lu, T] 

 

Obtain [Loss] by incrementing Ta based 

on Equation [10] by: 

1. Random forecast error [like simulation] 

2. Constant average forecast error as 

Pf(Ta)/2 [calculation based] 
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void ValueAssign() //assign the value to all parameters 

double ForecastError(int ta) //calculate forecast error 
double CustomerLoss(int tw) //calcualte percentage of customer loss 

double Loss(int ta) //simculate loss at time (ta)  

double CalLoss(int ta) //iterative calculate loss at time (ta) 

void DataToExcel() //write calculation result to excel file  

void MarkUpandLowBound() //find the Max and Min value of loss 

void CalculateOptimumTa() //calculate optimal Ta 

 

Figure 4-12 provides the operation detail for these seven core functions. The 

third part in Figure 4-12 is the Curve Drawing. It has six functions:  

private void panel1_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e)  

private void Panel1_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e) //draw forecast error curve  

private void panel2_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e)  

private void panel2_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e) //draw customer loss curve  

private void Panel3_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e)  

private void Panel3_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e) //draw total loss curve 

 

The flowchart of the Curve Drawing is in Figure 4-13. In the following 

sections, only essential areas are illustrated and the skeletons of some functions are 

presented. The program source codes are provided in Appendix-A for reference. 

Corresponding symbols used in Chapter 3 are shown in round brackets in the 

program skeleton. 
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Figure 4-11. MTB program flowchart 

 

Figure 4-12. MTB calculations flowchart 

private void Calculation_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 

Button click 
 

void ValueAssign() 

double Pc(int tw, double m, int c) double Pf(int ta, double k) 

double Loss(int ta) 

void MarkUpandLowBound() void DataToExcel() 

No 
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Form 

Form initial 

Form show 

Result store 
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Figure 4-13. Curves drawing flowchart  

 

4.2.3 MTB Program Development 

First is the Form Generation. It uses a standard style of creating a form in 

the Widnow environment. The InitializeComponent function is to invoke all 

associated form components while the Initial function is to initialize variables used 

in the program and to provide memory spaces for them. 

 

void InitializeComponent (); 

 /** initialize interfacce form and prepare memory */ 

 

void Initial (); 

 /** init extra memory for varibles used in following calculations */ 
 

private void panel1_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e) 

private void Panel1_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e) 

private void panel2_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e) 

private void panel2_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e) 

private void Panel3_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e) 

private void Panel3_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e) 

Form 

initial 

Mouse 
click on 

panel1? 

Y 

N 

Mouse 

click on 

panel2? 

Y 

N 

Mouse 

click on 
panel2? 

Y 

N 
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4.2.4 MTB Calculation Functions 

The ValueAssign is for basic parameter setups such as the throughput time 

and the product related information, etc. ForecastError calculates the forecast error 

and CustomerLoss determine the customer loss percentage after waiting for a time Tw. 

Loss works out the total loss in a production ahead time Ta. DataToExcel and 

DataToMatrix provide output data to a MS-Execl file and to a matrix respectively, 

for later operations. Calculation_Click is to execute the calculations by calling the 

mentioned functions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

double CalLoss(int ta) 

 /** calculation total Loss 

 @param: 

 ta     forecast ahead time 

 @return 

 Z Total  profit loss 

 */ 

 

double Loss(int ta) 

 /** total Loss 

 @param: 

 ta     forecast ahead time 

 @return 

 Z Total  profit loss 

 */ 

 

double ForecastError(int ta) 

 /** calculation forecast error 

 @param: 

 ta     forecast ahead time 

 @return 

          forecast error 

 */ 

 

void ValueAssign() 

 /** parameter value assign */ 
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4.2.5 Curve Drawing Functions 

There are three curves shown on the interface window; the forecast error 

curve, the customer loss percentage curve and the loss at different Ta curve. Six 

drawing functions are used to plot the afore mentioned curves. Three functions 

(namely panel1_Paint, panel2_Paint and panel3_Paint) are utilized to produce the X 

and Y axes for these three curves. Once the calculation data are available, another 

three drawing functions (Panel1_MouseClick, Panel2_MouseClick, 

Panel3_MouseClick) are employed to execute the drawing actions.   

 

private void panel1_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e); 

 /** drawing the X and Y axial of foecast accuracy curve on panel 1 while form initialization  

 @param 

 sender     operate object 

    e      parameter of paint operation event 

 @return 

 null 

 */ 

void DataToExcel() 

 /** write the result data to excel file */ 

 

void MarkUpandLowBound() 

 /** find the Max and Min value of loss */ 

 

private void Calculation_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 

 /**answer the action of click "calculation" button 

 @param: 

 sender     operate object 

 e parameter of operation event 

 @return 

 null 

 */ 

double CustomerLoss(int tw, double m, int c) 

 /** setup memory size for propable events 

 @param: 

 tw     customer waiting time  

 m     customer loss percentage per unit time 

 c maximum waiting time customer can tolerate 

 @return 

 m(tw-c) customer loss percentage 

 */ 
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4.2.6 MTB Program Interface 

Figure 4-14 shows the MTB program interface. The upper left part is for the 

private void panel2_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e);   

 /** drawing the X and Y axial and update the drawing of customer loss percentage curve on panel 2 while 

mouse click the drawing area 

 @param: 

  sender     operate object 

 e       parameter of mouse operate event 

 @return 

 null 

*/ 

private void Panel3_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e);   

 /** drawing the X and Y axial and update the drawing of total profit curve on panel 3 while mouse click the 

drawing area  

 @param: 

 sender     operate object 

 e      parameter of mouse operate event 

 @return 

 null 

 */ 

private void Panel3_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e); 

 /** drawing the X and Y axial of total profit curve on panel three on panel 3 while form initialization 

@param: 

 sender     operate object 

 e           parameter of paint operate event 

 @return 

 null 

 */ 

private void panel2_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e); 

/** drawing the X and Y axial of customer loss percentage curve on panel 2 while form initialization 

 @param: 

 sender     operate object 

 e      parameter of paint operate event 

 @return 

 null  

 */ 

private void Panel1_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e);   

 /** drawing the X and Y axial and update the drawing of foecast accuracy curve on panel 1 while mouse click 

the drawing area 

 @param: 

 sender     operate object 

 e      parameter of mouse operate event 

 @return 

 null 

 */ 
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parameters input, and both the simulation and calculation results are provided at the 

lower left of the display window; the way in which the step-by-step increment of Ta 

gets the optimal result works like simulation. The right side is for outputting the 

curves, forecast error, customer loss percentage and cost loss at different Ta. Through 

the comparison of the simulation and calculation results, the correctness and the 

optimal condition can be observed easily. In addition, the simulation is done by 

means of small step-progressive operations, and Appendix-A gives more 

information. 

 

Figure 4-14. MTB program interface 

 

4.3 Smart MTB Program 

Apart from the previous MTB program, a smart version was also produced 

that calculates the optimal value of production ahead time (Ta) based on Equation 

[20]. It works differently in comparison with the MTB program and abandons those 

unnecessary parts, such as graph plotting, and incremental tracking. Figure 4-15 
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shows the Smart MTB interface. This program merely provides fields for the 

parameter inputs and the optimal results. The program codes are given in 

Appendix-B. 

 

Figure 4-15. Smart MTB calculation program interface 
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Chapter 5 Model Test and Date Analysis 

The correctness of the proposed MTB model will be examined in this chapter, 

with not only the common situations addressed, but some extreme situations also 

considered in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Analyses of the influences of the key parameters 

in the MTB model are described in Section 5.3. The computational accuracy of the 

optimal judgment based on the MTB model developed in Chapter 3 was verified by 

“simulation” and these results are given in Appendix-C, D, E, F and G. In Section 

5.5, the performance of MTB is evaluated and is also compared with both MTO and 

MTS. 

 

5.1 MTB Model Testing 

To demonstrate how the proposed MTB model works, a basic case has been 

set up. In this example, the total time duration (T) is 100 time units (e.g., days), and 

the forecast error spread has been estimated to be ±20% at Ta = T (=100 time units) 

with the lowest forecast error value equal to 0 at Ta = 0 (i.e., MTO). The tolerable 

waiting time is 5 time units with no customer loss but there is a 0.25% customer loss 

per time unit afterwards. Last, the overproduction and underproduction losses are 22 

and 69 cost/unit respectively. Table 5-1 summarizes all the required details and the 

forecast error parameter ( ) can be determined as:  
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Table 5-1. Forecast and customer loss test parameters 

T Lu Lo α β γ 

100 69 22 0.00223 0.0025 5 

 

5.1.1 STELLA Simulation 

Referring to Table 5-1, the STELLA simulation model Parameter Input List is 

configured as Figure 5-1, in which the Forecast Demand Qty is the expected sales 

volume. To make the simulation easier, it is assumed that the delivery time is zero 

(no delivery time is needed in this case), the production is stable and there are no 

accidental problems such as machine breakdowns. Therefore, the total required time 

(T = throughput time + quantity/production rate + delivery time = 99 + 5000/10000 

+ 0 ≈ 100). 

 

Figure 5-1. STELLA simulation model parameter input 

 

The 'Run Specs' configuration is given in Figure 5-2. The length of the 

simulation was set to 103 time units, that is slightly larger than T (=100) to cover the 

whole period. “DT” is 1 that means that here was one unit time interval in the 

simulation. 
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Figure 5-2. The 'Run Specs' configuration of STELLA in MTB testing 

 

150 'total loss per product' values were obtained by running the STELLA 

model for each production ahead time (Ta) setting and the average value was 

calculated at each Ta. The Ta started from 0 to 100 with an increment of 1 each time, 

so that the STELLA model was run 101 times. The result is plotted in graphical form 

as shown in Figure 5-3, with the details given in Appendix C. Indeed, this was quite 

a tedious operation and this is why we would like to make use of the MTB program 

to assist the work but, of course, STELLA offers better process visualization, as well 

as being easier to understand through the model building network reasoning. 
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Figure 5-3. Average loss per product against Ta (STELLA) 

 

5.1.2 Simulation by MTB Program  

With the MTB program developed in Chapter 4, it is not very demanding to 

check for the correctness of the proposed MTB model. After inputting the parameters, 

click the 'calculation' button, and the optimal results of both the “calculation” and 

“simulation” approaches are given automatically, and the loss per product curves are 

also shown in the left window, in which the black line stands for the simulation 

results and the red line for the calculation results. Figure 5-4 shows the interface 

with the obtained results. It can be seen that the two “loss per product” curves are 

matched closely. 
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Figure 5-4. MTB program interface 

 

5.1.3 MTB Optimal Judgment (Hand-Calculations)  

Referring to the equations developed in Chapter 3,  

    
                     

  
          

Therefore, the optimal production ahead time would be the one fulfilling the 

following conditions: 

                                              

While Ta = 0, Tw=T - Ta = 100, one can find that              , then 

Equation [11] applies,  
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When Tax = 67, Tw=T - Ta = 33, gives              , then Equation [13] 

should be used:  

                                                            

                                                                           

                

 

When Ta = 95, Tw=T - Ta = 5, gives              ,  

                                                      

                                                            

               

As a result, 

                                             

                    

Hence, the optimal production ahead time (    is 67 time units, that also is 

the interception point, and the profit loss is 3.934 dollars/unit.  

 

5.1.4 MTB Correctness Check 

Figure 5-5 shows the loss curve with Ta ranging from [0, 100], in which the 

red line shows the STELLA simulation results, the blue line shows the MTB 

simulation results while the golden yellow one is the calculation result from MTB. 

To refresh the memory, the MTB simulation program used the random function to 

create the forecast error and it took an average value of the iteration results. In terms 

of the calculation approach in MTB, it used the average value of the even 

distribution range [0,           ] to represent the forecast error. 
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It can be observed that the two simulation results and calculation result match 

well when Ta increases, especially at the beginning stage where Ta is small. This is 

because the forecast error is also small and so it has only a slight effect on 

production. The minimum point occurs approximately at [67, 3.9], which is quite 

similar in all three curves. When Ta increases, the forecasting is more involved in the 

production. As the forecast error becomes larger, the differences in the three curves 

are expected and, normally, this situation can be improved by having more trial 

cycles in a simulation. The simulation and calculation results are also provided in 

Appendix-C.  

 

Figure 5-5. Loss per product against Ta [Simulation, Calculation and STELLA]  

 

5.2 Examination of MTB on Handling Extreme Situations  

To validate the correctness of the MTB model, extreme situations were also 

examined. There are four extreme situations listed in Table 5-2. The following are 

the proofs of the model in handling these four extreme situations; other parameter 

settings can be referred back to Table 5-1 given earlier. 
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Table 5-2. Four extreme situations 

 Forecast Result  Customer Loyalty 

1. Totally accurate (   ) 3. Totally patience (    or γ   ) 

2. Totally inaccurate (   ) 4. Totally impatience (    and γ   ) 

 

1. In the totally forecast accurate (   ) situation, since there is no forecast error, 

                . Based on the optimal judgment conditions of the 

MTB model with              ,        = 95 is the best result. The 

loss curves are plotted in Figure 5-6 (a, b) where the minimum loss point is at 

(95, 0) and there is no loss at this point because the forecast is 100% accurate. It 

can be observed easily that the STELLA simulation, program simulation and 

calculation result match perfectly, and the customer loss in waiting in this 

circumstance has also been avoided because it is an ideal MTS case. 

 

2. In the opposite situation of an extremely poor forecast [totally inaccurate 

forecast] (   ∞ ), the market demand forecast is completely useless. 

Subsequently, Ta will not have any influence at all and          always. In 

this circumstance, the minimum loss is               ; also see Section 

5.1.3 for more on the calculations. The curves are shown in Figure 5-7(a, b), 

where it can be observed easily that the STELLA simulation, calculation and 

program simulations results match well, and the minimum loss point is at about 

(0, 5.2), signifying that MTO should be a proper choice.  
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a: STELLA simulation 

 

b: MTB program simulation and calculation 

Figure 5-6. Loss curves with     
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a: STELLA simulation 

 
b: program simulation and calculation 

Figure 5-7. Loss curves with      

 

3. A totally patient customer (          ) means one who is either willing to 

wait indefinitely or at least to wait for the total production time. Thus, the 

customer loss percentage         . The curves are shown in Figure 5-8 (a, 

b). One can see that the minimum loss point is at (0, 0) and this is just 

equivalent to the MTO as customers are willing to wait for the products. 
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a: STELLA simulation 

 
b: program simulation and calculation 

Figure 5-8. Loss curve with             

 

4. The last case is for totally impatient customers (    and    ) and the loss 

curves are shown in Figure 5-9(a, b), where the minimum is at (100, 4.5). In this 

case, it is suggested to go for the MTS production approach as customers won’t 

wait. 
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a: STELLA simulation 

 
b: program simulation and calculation 

Figure 5-9. Loss curves with      and     

 

Based on the results of the 5 cases presented (one general and four extreme 

cases), it can be seen that both the STELLA simulation and the MTB program 

simulation/calculation results match well with the outcomes of the proposed MTB 

model, as illustrated in Section 5.1.3, and, by means of hand calculations, the Smart 

MTB program works similarly. Thus, the unanimity of results not only confirms the 

correctness of the MTB model formulated in this research but also that the MTB 
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simulation program code works well. The detailed results of the STELLA simulation, 

the MTB simulation and the calculation of these four extreme cases are shown in 

Appendix-D. Since the MTB simulation is able to produce results and curves 

automatically, with little post processing work, the rest of the tests used the MTB 

simulation as a tool to examine the effects of various parameters involved in the 

model. 

 

5.3 MTB Parameters Analysis  

In fact, the forecast errors and the customer behavior in regard to different 

products are diverse, so it is interesting to understand the implications of the 

associated parameters on the MTB model. The following investigations concentrate 

on the three main parameters in the MTB,     and  , such that, while examining 

one parameter, all others are kept constant. 

 

Implication of Forecast Error Parameter ( ) on MTB 

Referring to the forecast error model employed in this research (see Section 

3.2.1), the parameter   plays an important role because the larger the value of  , 

the bigger the forecast error. Figure 5-10 shows the loss curves with   changing 

from 0.004 to 0.001 in steps of 0.0005. Indeed, this is equivalent to the forecast error 

dropping from 33% to 9.5%. Table 5-3 summaries the results with 

(                    , and letting Tax be the specific Ta at the turning point on 

each plotted line. Related data can be obtained in Appendix-E. 
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Figure 5-10. Loss curves at different   

 

Table 5-3. Loss at different   

  Tax Min[Z(0), Z(Tax), Z(95)] Min Z(Ta) Decision 

0.0040 55 Z(0) (0, 5.225) MTO 

0.0035 58 Z(0) (0, 5.225) MTO 

0.0030 61 Z(61) (61, 4.755) MTB 

0.0025 65 Z(65) (65, 4.237) MTB 

0.0020 69 Z(69) (69, 3.654) MTB 

0.0015 74 Z(74) (74, 2.968) MTB 

0.0010 80 Z(95) (95, 2.062) MTS 

 

The x-axis in Figure 5-10 is the parameter Ta, from 0 to 100, which covers 

the total production time (T) required. In reality, (Ta = 0) means the MTO production 

and (Ta ≥ T - γ) is MTS. Referring to the results, MTB is appropriate for   values 

from 0.0015 to 0.0030. It is observed that, with the value of   dropping from 

0.0040 to 0.0010, the loss becomes lower; this is simply because the loss decreases 

as the forecast error becomes smaller. Moreover, when it is so small          , it 
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tends to favor MTS as the demand forecast is quite reliable in such a case. Another 

interesting point is that all curves start at the same point (0, 5.225) where the forecast 

error does not influence the production because it is an MTO case. A general picture 

is that when   decreases, the optimal production approach shifts from MTO 

towards MTS. 

  

Implication of Customer Loss in Waiting Parameters (β and γ) on MTB 

Referring to the modelling of the customer loss in waiting in Section 3.2.2,   

and   represent the customer behavior in waiting, such that a smaller   value 

stands for better customer loyalty against time, while   specifies the duration for 

which all customers are willing to wait. First, we examined the change by keeping 

          constant; one can also refer back to Table 5-1 for the parameter settings. 

Figure 5-11 shows the plots of   from 0.001 to 0.004 in 0.0005 increments, which 

means the customer loss at the end of the waiting time T (=100) is in the range of 

10% to 40%, where an increment of 5% each step was applied to examine the 

outcomes in this range. Table 5-4 abstracts the loss at different values of   and the 

detailed data can be seen in Appendix-F. 

Table 5-4. Loss at different β 

  Tax Min[Z(0), Z(Tax), Z(95)] Min Z(Ta) Decision 

0.0010 46 Z(0) (0, 2.090) MTO 

0.0015 56 Z(0) (0, 3.135) MTO 

0.0020 62 Z(62) (62, 3.679) MTB 

0.0025 67 Z(67) (67, 3.934) MTB 

0.0030 71 Z(71) (71, 4.123) MTB 

0.0035 74 Z(74) (74, 4.269) MTB 

0.0040 76 Z(76) (95, 4.343) MTS 
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Figure 5-11. Loss curves at different   

 

When   increases, the turning point Tax increases as well because products 

have to be made in advance to reduce the waiting time, since there are many 

impatient customers! Furthermore, all curves end at the same point (95, 4.547), 

indicating that customer loss due to waiting has no effect if it is a MTS production, 

simply because there is no more waiting.  

  is the time that all customers are willing to wait and Figure 5-12 shows the 

loss with different   values from 5 to 35, in steps of 10. Similarly, Table 5-5 gives a 

brief summary, and more information is given in Appendix-G. It is easy to observe 

that the loss reduces while the   value increases, which means the customers’ 

patience. In addition, Tax shifts towards the left as the   value increases. 
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Table 5-5. Loss at different   

  Tax Min[Z(0), Z(Tax), Z(95)] Min Z(Ta) Decision 

5 67 Z(67) (67, 3.934) MTB 

15 60 Z(60) (60, 3.537) MTB 

25 53 Z(53) (53, 3.141) MTB 

35 46 Z(46) (46, 2.74) MTB 

 

 

Figure 5-12. Loss curves at different   

 

In conclusion, while the value of   increases, there is a larger forecast error 

and the optimal production approach is favored more towards MTO. When   

decreases or the value of   increases, customers become more loyal so the optimal 

production approach shifts to MTO.  

 

5.4 Comparison of MTB Judgment Equations [w/o 2
rd 

order term] 

Now, recalling the two Ta calculation Equations [18] and [19] formulated in 

chapter 3 for the interception point (   ) determination: 
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    [18] 

    
      

     

 
         [19] 

In comparison with the Iterative calculation, Table 5-6 to Table 5-8 show the 

accuracies of these two equations with the same system configurations as before 

(results are rounded off to the nearest integer). 

Table 5-6. Tax accuracy at different α 

T=100, β=0.0025 

γ=5 

Iterative 

calculation 

Tax 

Equation [18] Equation [19] 

Tax Error Tax Error 

α=0.0030 62 61 -1.6% 59 -4.8% 

α=0.0025 66 65 -1.5% 63 -4.5% 

α=0.0020 69 69 0 68 -1.4% 

α=0.0015 71 74 4.2% 73 2.8% 

 

Table 5-7. Tax accuracy at different β 

T=100,  

α=0.0025 

γ=5 

Iterative 

calculation 

Tax 

Equation [18] Equation [19] 

Tax Error  Tax Error  

β=0.0020 62 62 0 58 -6.5% 

β=0.0025 66 67 1.5% 63 -4.5% 

β=0.0030 71 71 0 67 -5.6% 

β=0.0035 76 74 -2.6% 70 7.9% 

 

The results show that Equation [18] gives higher accuracies in all cases, 

except at α=0.0015, as shown in Table 5-6. However, Equation [19] is simpler and 

the accuracies were still better than 92%. In fact, by taking into consideration the 

complications in real-life situations, it is quite adequate. However, with the 

computational help, calculations are not a burden anymore and the choice of either 

equation is a matter of personal choice.    
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Table 5-8. Tax accuracy at different γ 

T=100,  

α=0.0025 

β=0.0025 

Iterative 

calculation 

Tax 

Equation [18] Equation [19] 

Tax Error  Tax Error  

γ=5 66 67 1.5% 63 -4.5% 

γ=15 59 60 1.7% 57 -3.4% 

γ=25 54 53 -1.9% 50 -7.4% 

γ=35 45 46 -2.2% 43 -4.4% 

 

5.5 MTO/MTB/MTS Performance Analysis 

With the help of the MTB model, it would be sensible to study the effect of 

selecting a different production approach (MTO, MTB or MTS) for a production 

system. Table 5-9 to Table 5-11 are the results of applying various approaches. 

Actually, there is no particular approach that can always be considered to be the best. 

However, it can also be observed that the result can have quite a big difference. For 

example, in Table 5-9 with α=0.0015, MTB gave the lowest cost loss. In comparison, 

MTO would have about 76% more loss per product (
           

     
    ) than MTB 

and would certainly not be a good choice. 

Table 5-9. MTO/MTB/MTS at different α 

T=100, β=0.0025 

γ=5, Lu=69, Lo=22 

Loss per product 

MTO MTB MTS 

α=0.0040 5.225 5.606 7.50 

α=0.0035 5.225 5.204 6.718 

α=0.0030 5.225 4.755 5.896 

α=0.0025 5.225 4.237 5.032 

α=0.0020 5.225 3.654 4.124 

α=0.0015 5.225 2.968 3.169 

α=0.0010 5.225 2.190 2.165 
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Table 5-10. MTO/MTB/MTS at different β 

T=100,  =0.0025 

γ=5, Lu=69, Lo=22 

Loss per product 

MTO MTB MTS 

β=0.0010 2.09 2.76 4.547 

β=0.0015 3.135 3.314 4.547 

β=0.0020 4.18 3.679 4.547 

β=0.0025 5.225 3.934 4.547 

β=0.0030 6.27 4.123 4.547 

β=0.0035 7.315 4.269 4.547 

β=0.0040 8.36 8.22 4.547 

 

Table 5-11. MTO/MTB/MTS at different γ 

T=100,  =0.0025 

β=0.006, Lu=59, Lo=14 

Loss per product 

MTO MTB MTS 

γ=5 5.225 3.934 4.547 

γ=15 4.675 3.537 4.547 

γ=25 4.125 3.141 4.547 

γ=35 3.575 2.74 4.547 

 

It can be found in the above three tables that both MTS and MTO can achieve 

the best performance in some situations; however, there are still some situations in 

which neither the MTS nor the MTO approaches perform best, and the MTB 

approach fills the gap. This indicates clearly that, in the industrial production, MTB 

is a valuable approach which can provide better production performance than MTS 

or MTO. Therefore, in the case when both the MTO and the MTS approaches do not 

well fit, MTB will be a wise option. 

 

5.6 Illustrative Examples 

After a full examination of the MTB model, it is the time to illustrate how to 
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use the developed model in a practical situation. Here, two examples are shown 

below. 

Case One: 

A bicycle manufacturer supplies road bikes to retailers and it has been 

estimated that the profit is $200 per bicycle. The production time (including delivery 

time) of a bicycle is 32 days. Marketing research showed that customers normally 

change their minds within one day, and there is a 1% customer loss with every single 

day passed. The average loss of fail-to-sale is $35 per bicycle. The demand forecast 

shows that 1500 bikes could be sold in 32 days and the error is 15%. 

First, we summarize the related factors as follows: 

At     ,             I.e., 

               

  
      

   
                 

Therefore, the values of parameters are found as listed in Table 5-12. 

Table 5-12. The value of parameters 

T       Lu Lo X 

32 0.0051 0.01 1 200 45 1500 

 

Ta at the interception point can be determined by: 

    
                     

  
           

Now, recall the objective function: 

                                              

 

While Ta = 0 [MTO], Tw =T - Ta = 32, so Equation [11] applies,  
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                [MTO] 

 

While Ta =25 [MTB], Tw =T - Ta =7, we have              , and 

Equation [13] should be used:  

                                                      

                         

                 [MTB] 

 

While Ta = 31 [MTS], Tw =T - Ta = 1, Equation [13] is used: 

                                                     

                          

                  [MTS] 

 

Now, recall the objective function as: 

                                             

                   

 

In the simulation, the lowest loss point is at 26 time units and the loss is 8.88 

per product. Table 5-13 provides a comparison with the iterative calculation and the 

MTB judgment results. It can be observed that the errors between these two results, 

both Ta and loss, are quite small and acceptable. Figure 5-13 shows the curves of 

loss per product against Ta.  
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Table 5-13. Optimal result comparison 

 Iterative Calculation MTB Judgment Deviation 

Ta 25 25 0% 

Loss at Ta 8.69 8.66 -0.3% 

 

 

Figure 5-13. Loss per product at different Ta 

 

So the final solution is that we should have a production ahead time of 25 

days and the loss is about $8.66/unit. Therefore, the expected total loss of this batch 

of 1500 bikes, by taking into the consideration forecast error and customer loss in 

waiting, is: 

1500 x $8.66 = $ 12,990  

Hence, the expected total profit is: 

1500 x ($200-$8.66) = $ 287,010 

Indeed, we can also make use of the developed Smart MTB program to assist 

the calculations, and see the outcomes in Figure 5-14 are just the same. 
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Figure 5-14. Smart MTB Interface - Illustration Example 

 

Case Two: 

Besides the manufacturing field, the applications of MTB can also be 

extended to the logistics area, such as the order management in a supermarket. For 

example, one brand of television is selling at $1699, and the delivery time from the 

distributor is 8 days. The gross profit is 15% of the selling price ($1699x0.15≈$255), 

and marketing research showed that customers are willing to wait for 2 days but that 

20% of customers will opt for other alternatives afterwards. The average loss of 

fail-to-sale has been estimated to be $56 per TV. The demand forecast error is 35% 

with a time span of 8 days. Then, with the help of the Smart MTB program 

developed, we obtained the results shown in Figure 5-15. 
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Figure 5-15. Smart MTB – Logistics Example 

 

We can see that it will be better to place an order 6 days in advance so that the 

possible loss would be minimal (6 days, $21.47 per product); in this case, we simply 

considered the production ahead time as the advance time to place an order. In 

general, the application of MTB can be extended to situations with uncertain demand, 

including manufacturing, sales, logistics, transportation etc. 
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusion 

The proposed MTB has been demonstrated to be useful in determining a 

suitable production policy. In addition, it also has potential for being used in other 

kinds of systems. In this section, the contribution and the findings of this research 

project are first presented, some possible applications of MTB are then explored and, 

finally, some prospective directions for further related research are discussed. 

 

6.1 Research Findings and Conclusions 

The prime objective of this research was to put forward a new cost effective 

production policy that is able to handle demand uncertainty by taking into the 

consideration customers’ loyalty in terms of delivering efficiency, and the major 

contribution is the formulated novel MTB (Make-To-Balance) production decision 

method. Through this research, the concepts of MTB production and its coupled 

algorithms were generated. To ease the calculation work involved, the Smart MTB 

program was also coded by using Microsoft Visual C#. The strength of the MTB 

model is that it tries to compensate the demand forecast error and the customer loss 

in waiting on a production system by providing an appropriate production start 

“ahead” time. In comparison with the two well-known MTO and MTS production 

approaches, the suggestion of a suitable production start ahead time is an important 

input to the production arrangement. In reality, MTB can enable production to react 

to the changing market more accurately because it facilitates the use of the demand 

forecast in a smarter manner, and this definitely helps in production management.  

This research has shown that MTB can be regarded as a general production 

style, while MTO and MTS are the two boundary cases because an optimal solution 
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of the MTB model can also turn out to be either MTO or MTS on severe occasions. 

To verify the success of MTB, different situations have been examined, including 

some extreme cases, and the results proved that the MTB model works well in all 

cases.  

In the marketplace, more choices with shorter delivery times are always 

preferred by customers, and the way in which a manufacturer fulfills the customers’ 

requirements in a cost effective manner is a key to success. It is not difficult to see 

that MTB helps management to decide on an appropriate time for a batch of products 

to start production. Moreover, it is not only tailor made for a particular production 

system and it does not require any physical change in the original system, such as 

redesigning the workflow, facility layout, etc. to make it work.  

Forecasting always plays an important role in production management. This 

research has examined the related factors, such as how the forecast error interacts 

with the customer loss in waiting, and the MTB fills the gap with regard to managing 

the forecast error and the customer loss in waiting. In the mathematical model, α 

represents the forecast error level such that, when the value of α increases by 0.005, 

the forecast error level rises by about 4%, as described in Chapter 5, and the total 

loss is quite notable in each small 0.005 step. This consequence shows clearly that, 

while the forecast accuracy increases a little (α decreases), a great improvement can 

be obtained. It also signifies that, when the forecast accuracy improves, the total 

production loss decreases and the optimal manufacture approach shifts towards the 

MTS side.  

Additionally, this research has extended the previous production studies by 

incorporating customer behaviour, as it affects the production arrangements 

considerably. It also indicates that, with a more loyal (or patient) customer base, a 
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lower production loss can be achieved and the optimal solution is biased to the MTO 

side, in general. Therefore, proper marketing strategies, such as building a strong 

brand name, providing quality products, and having a proper complaint handling 

system, can be well worth the investment. On the other hand, when there are 

impatient customers, the production loss can be high due to waiting, and the optimal 

solution goes towards the MTS.  

There are two more factors affecting the optimal MTB solution, which are 

overproduction and underproduction losses. The results show that, with a higher 

overproduction loss (or the lower underproduction loss), the optimal solution shifts 

to the MTO side. On the other hand, the higher underproduction loss (or the lower 

overproduction loss) makes it favor the MTS. 

 

6.2 Further Developments of MTB  

This section discusses some new directions for further research based on the 

MTB. In the current MTB model, there are five key elements involved: total time (T), 

overproduction loss (  ), underproduction loss (  ), forecast error (      ) and 

customer loss in waiting (       ). In order to shorten the calculation, the 

overproduction and underproduction losses per product are considered constants. 

However, in real life, the manufacturing cost is changing with time; for example, the 

raw material price varies with time, there could be quantity discounts, the inventory 

cost increases with quantity and storage time, etc. Therefore, it will be beneficial if 

these sorts of variations can be reflected in the overproduction and underproduction 

loss functions in the MTB model. It can also be seen from the research findings that 

the values of overproduction and underproduction losses will steer a MTB solution 

towards either MTO or MTS. Therefore, the development of a threshold ratio of 
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“Lo/Lu” may benefit decision making. 

We have adopted an exponential distribution function to represent the 

forecast error and a piecewise linear function to model the customer loss in waiting. 

They assist the explanation of how the MTB works in this research, but other 

possible functions imitating the forecast error and the customer loss in waiting 

should also be investigated in the future in order to cater for different scenarios. In 

addition, customer behavior can be affected by the brand name effect, product nature, 

price, service level, age group, gender, etc., therefore there is still a lot of work to be 

done to make the model more extensively in the future.  

Furthermore, multi-product manufacturing is also an important sector in 

production and this leads to mix-products on the production floor and their 

throughput times, profits, loss due to shortages, etc. are different, so tackling 

multi-products production is another challenging area to be investigated. To 

determine the optimal production ahead time based on the given forecast error and 

the customer loss information is the main purpose of the MTB. In fact, it would be 

helpful if it could also suggest the optimal production quantity in association with 

the given production ahead time. Finally, MTO and MTS are widely adopted 

production approaches and there have been some studies on hybrid MTO/MTS in 

order to address customers’ needs in a better way. Thus, MTB is a research direction 

to be more explored deeply. 

 

6.3 Summary of Research Achievement and Contribution  

In conclude, this research developed a production control model called MTB 

that can be viewed as way to determine the most suitable production starting time, 

and the solution always lies between the MTO and MTS time horizon such that 
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MTO and MTS are considered as the boundary cases. The basic idea is to strike a 

balance in customer waiting and forecast accuracy. The thesis provides the rationale 

of the MTB model along with a complete numerical illustrations. The problem itself 

is not trivial and can be implemented in reality, especially considering the proposed 

model a starting point of some more related researches in the future. Lastly, this 

research also generates useful managerial insights for production management. 
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Appendix - A.  MTB Program Source Code 

This program was written by Microsoft Visual C# (2008 editing platform). 

 

using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.ComponentModel; 

using System.Data; 

using System.Drawing; 

using System.Linq; 

using System.Text; 

using System.Windows.Forms; 

using System.IO; 

 

namespace MTB_Identification 

{ 

    public partial class Form1 : Form 

    { 

         

        int T, gama,Ta; 

        double ifa, baita; 

        double min, max; 

        double lu, lo; 

        double[] data; 

        bool flag; 

        Random ran; 

 

        public Form1() 

        { 

            InitializeComponent(); 

            inital(); 

        } 

         void inital() 

        { 

            data = new double[101]; 

        } 

 

        void ValueAssign() //Assign the input value to parameters 

        { 

            Ta = 0; 

            min = 0; 

         

            T = int.Parse(Tt.Text); 

            baita = double.Parse(m.Text); 

            gama = int.Parse(c.Text); 

            ifa = double.Parse(k.Text); 

         

            lu= double.Parse(p1.Text); 

           

            lo = double.Parse(c1.Text); 

 

            ran = new Random(0); 

      

            flag = false; 

        } 

        

         

        double ForecastError(int ta) //Function of forecast error 

        { 

            if (this.ifa < 0) 
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                return 0; 

            else 

               return 1 - Math.Exp(-this.ifa * ta); 

        } 

         

                

        double CustomerLoss(int tw) //Function of customer loss 

        { 

            if (this.baita * (tw - this.gama) > 1) 

            { 

                return 1; 

            } 

            else if (this.baita * (tw - this.gama) < 0) 

            { 

                return 0; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                return this.baita * (tw - this.gama); 

            } 

        } 

         

        double Loss(int ta) //Function to simulate the total loss per product 

        { 

           

            double z = 0,ra=ran.NextDouble(); 

            int tw = T - ta; 

            double pf = ForecastError(ta); 

 

            double pc = CustomerLoss(tw); 

 

            if (pc >= pf*ra) 

            { 

                z = pc * lo + 0.5 *ra* pf * lu; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                z = 0.5 *  (pc + ra*pf) * lo + 0.5 *ra* pf * lu; 

            } 

             

            return z; 

        } 

 

        double CalLoss(int ta) //Function to calculate the total loss per product 

        { 

 

            double z = 0, ra = 0.5; 

            int tw = T - ta; 

            double pf = ForecastError(ta); 

 

            double pc = CustomerLoss(tw); 

 

            if (pc >= pf*ra) 

            { 

                z = pc * lo + 0.5 * ra * pf * lu; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                z = 0.5 * (pc + ra * pf) * lo + 0.5 * ra * pf * lu; 

            } 

 

            return z; 

        } 

 

        void DataToExcel() //export all data to the file "Interface.csv" 

        { 

            string path = @"MTB.csv"; 
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            // Delete the file if it exists. 

            if (File.Exists(path)) 

            { 

                File.Delete(path); 

            } 

 

            try 

            { 

                FileStream fs = new FileStream(path, FileMode.OpenOrCreate); 

                StreamWriter swWriter = new StreamWriter(fs); 

                swWriter.WriteLine("Ta" + ',' + "Simlation" + ',' + "Calculation"); 

                for (int ta = 0; ta <= T; ta++) 

                { 

                     

                    double sum = 0; 

                    sum = 0; 

                    for (int i = 0; i < 1000; i++) 

                    { 

                        sum += Loss(ta); 

                    } 

                    data[ta] = sum/1000; 

                    swWriter.WriteLine(ta.ToString() + ',' + data[ta].ToString() + ',' + CalLoss(ta).ToString()); 

                     

                } 

 

                swWriter.Close(); 

            } 

            catch (Exception ee) 

            { 

 

                throw ee; 

            } 

        } 

 

        void MarkUpandLowBound() //find the Max and Min value of loss 

        { 

            min = CalLoss(0); 

            for (int ta = 1; ta <= T; ta++)  

            { 

 

                if (min > CalLoss(ta)) 

                { 

                    min = CalLoss(ta); 

                    Ta = ta; 

                } 

            } 

            SimMinProfitLoss.Text = Decimal.Round((Decimal)min,2).ToString(); 

            SimOpTa.Text = Ta.ToString(); 

 

            max = CalLoss(0); 

            for (int ta = 1; ta <= T; ta++)  

            { 

 

                if (max < CalLoss(ta)) 

                { 

                    max = CalLoss(ta); 

                    Ta = ta; 

                } 

            } 

        } 

 

        void CalculateOptimumTa()//Calculate the optimal Ta with given conditions 

        { 

 

            double ta = (this.ifa + 2 * this.baita - Math.Sqrt((this.ifa + 2 * this.baita) * (this.ifa + 2 * this.baita) 
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- 4 * this.ifa * this.ifa * this.baita * (this.T - this.gama))) / this.ifa / this.ifa; 

 

            double lossZero = CalLoss(0); 

            double lossTa = CalLoss((int)Round(ta, 0)); 

            double lossT = CalLoss((int)Round(this.T - this.gama, 0)); 

 

            if (lossTa < lossZero && lossTa < lossT) 

            { 

                CalMinProfitLoss.Text = Decimal.Round((Decimal)lossTa,2).ToString(); 

                CalOpTa.Text=Decimal.Round((Decimal)ta).ToString(); 

            } 

            else if (lossZero < lossTa && lossZero < lossT) 

            { 

                CalOpTa.Text = "0"; 

                CalMinProfitLoss.Text= lossZero.ToString(); 

            } 

            else if (lossT < lossTa && lossT < lossZero) 

            { 

                CalMinProfitLoss.Text = Decimal.Round((Decimal)lossT,2).ToString(); 

                CalOpTa.Text = (T - gama).ToString(); 

            } 

             

        } 

 

        private void Calculation_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 

        {            

            ValueAssign(); 

             

            DataToExcel(); 

            DatatoMatix(); 

            CalculateOptimumTa(); 

            flag = true; 

 

        } 

         

        private void panel1_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e) //Painting function 

        { 

            Graphics g = e.Graphics;  

            Font vertFont = new Font("Verdana", 8, FontStyle.Bold);  

            Font horzFont = new Font("Verdana", 8, FontStyle.Bold); 

            SolidBrush vertBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue);  

            SolidBrush horzBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue); 

            Pen bluePen = new Pen(Color.Blue, 2);  

            Pen blackPen = new Pen(Color.Black, 2); 

 

            float fx = (float)(panel1.Size.Width);  

            float fy = (float)(panel1.Size.Height); 

 

            g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.95), (int)(fy * 0.9));  

            g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.1));  

             

            g.DrawString("0", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.05), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("10", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.135), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("20", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.22), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("30", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.305), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("40", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.385), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("50", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.47), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("60", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.555), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("70", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.64), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("80", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.725), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("90", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.81), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("100", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.895), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

 

            StringFormat vertStrFormat = new StringFormat(); 

            vertStrFormat.FormatFlags = StringFormatFlags.DirectionVertical; 

 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.135), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 
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            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.22), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.305), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.385), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.47), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.555), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.64), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.725), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.81), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.895), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

             

            g.DrawString("1 -", vertFont, vertBrush, (int)(fx * 0.04), (int)(fy * 0.15)); 

             

            

            vertFont.Dispose(); 

            vertBrush.Dispose(); 

            horzFont.Dispose(); 

            horzBrush.Dispose(); 

            blackPen.Dispose(); 

            bluePen.Dispose(); 

            g.Dispose(); 

        }  

         

 

        private void Panel1_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e) //Painting function 

        {  

            Graphics g = panel1.CreateGraphics(); 

            g.Clear(Color.WhiteSmoke); 

            if (flag) 

            { 

                

                Font vertFont = new Font("Verdana", 8, FontStyle.Bold);  

                Font horzFont = new Font("Verdana", 8, FontStyle.Bold); 

                SolidBrush vertBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue);  

                SolidBrush horzBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue); 

                Pen bluePen = new Pen(Color.Blue, 2);  

                Pen blackPen = new Pen(Color.Black, 2); 

 

                float fx = (float)(panel1.Size.Width);  

                float fy = (float)(panel1.Size.Height); 

 

                g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.95), (int)(fy * 0.9));  

                g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.1));  

                 

                g.DrawString("0", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.05), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("10", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.135), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("20", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.22), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("30", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.305), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("40", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.385), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("50", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.47), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("60", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.555), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("70", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.64), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("80", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.725), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("90", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.81), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("100", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.895), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

 

                StringFormat vertStrFormat = new StringFormat(); 

                vertStrFormat.FormatFlags = StringFormatFlags.DirectionVertical; 

 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.135), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.22), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.305), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.385), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.47), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.555), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.64), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.725), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.81), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 
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                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.895), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                 

                g.DrawString("1 -", vertFont, vertBrush, (int)(fx * 0.04), (int)(fy * 0.15)); 

 

                Pen linePen = new Pen(Color.Black, 2); 

                 

                Point startPoint, endPoint; 

                startPoint = new Point((int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * (0.9 - ForecastError(0) * 0.75))); 

                for (int ta = 1; ta <= T; ta++) 

                { 

                    endPoint = new Point((int)(fx * (0.1 + ta / 10.0 * 0.085)), (int)(fy * (0.9 - 

ForecastError(ta) * 0.75))); 

                    g.DrawLine(linePen, startPoint, endPoint); 

                    startPoint = endPoint; 

                } 

                linePen.Dispose(); 

                vertFont.Dispose(); 

                vertBrush.Dispose(); 

                horzFont.Dispose(); 

                horzBrush.Dispose(); 

                blackPen.Dispose(); 

                bluePen.Dispose(); 

            }  

            g.Dispose(); 

        } 

         

 

 

        private void panel2_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e) //Painting function 

        { 

            Graphics g = e.Graphics;  

            Font vertFont = new Font("Verdana", 8, FontStyle.Bold);  

            Font horzFont = new Font("Verdana", 8, FontStyle.Bold); 

            SolidBrush vertBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue);  

            SolidBrush horzBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue); 

            Pen bluePen = new Pen(Color.Blue, 2);  

            Pen blackPen = new Pen(Color.Black, 2); 

 

            float fx = (float)(panel2.Size.Width);  

            float fy = (float)(panel2.Size.Height); 

 

            g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.95), (int)(fy * 0.9));  

            g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.1));  

            

            g.DrawString("0", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.05), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("10", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.135), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("20", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.22), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("30", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.305), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("40", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.385), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("50", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.47), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("60", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.555), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("70", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.64), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("80", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.725), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("90", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.81), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("100", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.895), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

 

            StringFormat vertStrFormat = new StringFormat(); 

            vertStrFormat.FormatFlags = StringFormatFlags.DirectionVertical; 

 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.135), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.22), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.305), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.385), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.47), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.555), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.64), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.725), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 
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            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.81), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.895), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

             

            g.DrawString("1 -", vertFont, vertBrush, (int)(fx * 0.04), (int)(fy * 0.15)); 

 

             

            vertFont.Dispose(); 

            vertBrush.Dispose(); 

            horzFont.Dispose(); 

            horzBrush.Dispose(); 

            blackPen.Dispose(); 

            bluePen.Dispose(); 

            g.Dispose(); 

        } 

 

        private void panel2_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e) //Painting function 

        {  

            Graphics g = panel2.CreateGraphics(); 

            g.Clear(Color.WhiteSmoke); 

            if (flag) 

            {                

                Font vertFont = new Font("Verdana", 8, FontStyle.Bold);  

                Font horzFont = new Font("Verdana", 8, FontStyle.Bold); 

                SolidBrush vertBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue);  

                SolidBrush horzBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue); 

                Pen bluePen = new Pen(Color.Blue, 2);  

                Pen blackPen = new Pen(Color.Black, 2); 

 

                float fx = (float)(panel2.Size.Width);  

                float fy = (float)(panel2.Size.Height); 

 

                g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.95), (int)(fy * 0.9));  

                g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.1), (int)(fy * 0.1));  

                 

                g.DrawString("0", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.05), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("10", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.135), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("20", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.22), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("30", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.305), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("40", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.385), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("50", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.47), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("60", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.555), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("70", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.64), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("80", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.725), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("90", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.81), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("100", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.895), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

 

                StringFormat vertStrFormat = new StringFormat(); 

                vertStrFormat.FormatFlags = StringFormatFlags.DirectionVertical; 

 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.135), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.22), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.305), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.385), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.47), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.555), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.64), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.725), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.81), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.895), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                 

                g.DrawString("1 -", vertFont, vertBrush, (int)(fx * 0.04), (int)(fy * 0.15)); 

 

                 

                vertFont.Dispose(); 

                vertBrush.Dispose(); 

                horzFont.Dispose(); 

                horzBrush.Dispose(); 
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                blackPen.Dispose(); 

                bluePen.Dispose(); 

 

                Pen linePen = new Pen(Color.Black, 2); 

                

                Point startPoint, endPoint; 

                startPoint = new Point((int)(fx * 0.08), (int)(fy * (0.9 - CustomerLoss(0) * 0.75))); 

                for (int ta = 1; ta <= T; ta++) 

                { 

                    endPoint = new Point((int)(fx * (0.08 + ta / 10.0 * 0.085)), (int)(fy * (0.9 - 

CustomerLoss(ta) * 0.75))); 

                    g.DrawLine(linePen, startPoint, endPoint); 

                    startPoint = endPoint; 

                } 

                linePen.Dispose(); 

                g.Dispose(); 

            } 

        } 

              

 

        private void Panel3_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e) //Painting function 

        { 

            Graphics g = e.Graphics;  

            Font vertFont = new Font("Verdana", 10, FontStyle.Bold);  

            Font horzFont = new Font("Verdana", 10, FontStyle.Bold); 

            SolidBrush vertBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue);  

            SolidBrush horzBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue); 

            Pen bluePen = new Pen(Color.Blue, 2);  

            Pen blackPen = new Pen(Color.Black, 2); 

 

            float fx = (float)(panel3.Size.Width);  

            float fy = (float)(panel3.Size.Height); 

 

            g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.065), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.95), (int)(fy * 0.9));  

            g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.065), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.065), (int)(fy * 0.1));  

 

             

            g.DrawString("0", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.04), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("10", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.1285), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("20", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.217), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("30", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.3055), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("40", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.394), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("50", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.4825), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("60", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.571), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("70", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.6595), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("80", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.748), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("90", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.8365), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

            g.DrawString("100", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.925), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

 

            StringFormat vertStrFormat = new StringFormat(); 

            vertStrFormat.FormatFlags = StringFormatFlags.DirectionVertical; 

 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.1285), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.217), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.3055), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.394), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.4825), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.571), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.6595), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.748), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.8365), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

            g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.925), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

 

             

            g.DrawString("30 -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.15)); 

            g.DrawString("25 -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.27)); 

            g.DrawString("20 -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.39)); 
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            g.DrawString("15 -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.51)); 

            g.DrawString("10 -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.63)); 

            g.DrawString(" 5 -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.75)); 

 

             

            vertFont.Dispose(); 

            vertBrush.Dispose(); 

            horzFont.Dispose(); 

            horzBrush.Dispose(); 

            blackPen.Dispose(); 

            bluePen.Dispose();  

            g.Dispose(); 

        } 

 

        private void Panel3_MouseClick(object sender, MouseEventArgs e) //Painting function 

        { 

             Graphics g = panel3.CreateGraphics(); 

             g.Clear(Color.WhiteSmoke); 

            if (flag) 

            { 

                

                Font vertFont = new Font("Verdana", 10, FontStyle.Bold);  

                Font horzFont = new Font("Verdana", 10, FontStyle.Bold); 

                SolidBrush vertBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue);  

                SolidBrush horzBrush = new SolidBrush(Color.Blue); 

                Pen bluePen = new Pen(Color.Blue, 2);  

                Pen blackPen = new Pen(Color.Black, 2); 

 

                float fx = (float)(panel3.Size.Width);  

                float fy = (float)(panel3.Size.Height); 

 

                g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.065), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.95), (int)(fy * 0.9));  

                g.DrawLine(bluePen, (int)(fx * 0.065), (int)(fy * 0.9), (int)(fx * 0.065), (int)(fy * 0.1));  

                 

                g.DrawString("0", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.04), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("10", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.1285), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("20", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.217), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("30", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.3055), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("40", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.394), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("50", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.4825), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("60", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.571), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("70", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.6595), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("80", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.748), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("90", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.8365), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

                g.DrawString("100", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.925), (int)(fy * 0.9)); 

 

                StringFormat vertStrFormat = new StringFormat(); 

                vertStrFormat.FormatFlags = StringFormatFlags.DirectionVertical; 

 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.1285), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.217), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.3055), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.394), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.4825), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.571), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.6595), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.748), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.8365), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                g.DrawString("-", horzFont, horzBrush, (int)(fx * 0.925), (int)(fy * 0.9) - 8, vertStrFormat); 

                 

                

                double h = (Math.Floor(max / 3) + 1) * 3; 

                double tag = h / 6; 

 

                g.DrawString((h).ToString()+ " -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.15)); 

                g.DrawString((h-tag ).ToString() + " -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.27)); 

                g.DrawString((h - 2 * tag).ToString() + " -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.39)); 
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                g.DrawString((h - 3 * tag).ToString() + " -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.51)); 

                g.DrawString((h - 4 * tag).ToString() + " -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.63)); 

                g.DrawString((h - 5 * tag).ToString() + " -", vertFont, vertBrush, 0, (int)(fy * 0.75)); 

 

          

                 

                vertFont.Dispose(); 

                vertBrush.Dispose(); 

                horzFont.Dispose(); 

                horzBrush.Dispose(); 

                blackPen.Dispose(); 

                bluePen.Dispose();  

 

                Pen linePen = new Pen(Color.Black, 2); 

                

                Point startPoint, endPoint; 

                startPoint = new Point((int)(fx * 0.065), (int)(fy * (0.9-(data[0])/tag*0.12))); 

                for (int ta = 1; ta <= T; ta++) 

                { 

                    endPoint = new Point((int)(fx * (0.065+ta/10.0*0.0885)), (int)(fy * 

(0.9-(data[ta])/tag*0.12))); 

                    g.DrawLine(linePen, startPoint, endPoint); 

                    startPoint = endPoint; 

                } 

                linePen.Dispose(); 

 

                Pen CalPen = new Pen(Color.Red, 2); 

 

                

                startPoint = new Point((int)(fx * 0.065), (int)(fy * (0.9 - (data[0]) / tag * 0.12))); 

                for (int ta = 1; ta <= T; ta++) 

                { 

                    endPoint = new Point((int)(fx * (0.065 + ta / 10.0 * 0.0885)), (int)(fy * (0.9 - 

(CalLoss(ta)) / tag * 0.12))); 

                    g.DrawLine(CalPen, startPoint, endPoint); 

                    startPoint = endPoint; 

                } 

                CalPen.Dispose(); 

                g.Dispose(); 

            } 

        } 

 

         

        double Round(double value, int decimals)//Rounds a number to a specified number of decimal places 

or to a whole number if no decimal places are specified 

        { 

            if (value < 0) 

            { 

                return Math.Round(value + 5 / Math.Pow(10, decimals + 1), decimals, 

MidpointRounding.AwayFromZero); 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                return Math.Round(value, decimals, MidpointRounding.AwayFromZero); 

            } 

        }  

 

    } 

} 
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Appendix - B.  Smart MTB Program Source Code 

The following program code was written by Microsoft Visual C# (2008 editing 

platform). 

 
using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.ComponentModel; 

using System.Data; 

using System.Drawing; 

using System.Linq; 

using System.Text; 

using System.Windows.Forms; 

using System.IO; 

 

namespace OptimalTaCalculation 

{ 

    public partial class Form1 : Form 

    { 

        public int T; 

        public double ifa; 

        public double baita; 

        public double gama; 

        public double lo; 

        public double lu; 

        public int Tunit; 

        public int ifaunit; 

        public int baitaunit; 

        public int gamaunit; 

        public int profitunit; 

        public int lossunit; 

 

        public void init()// Initialize the parameters with input values; 

        { 

            Tunit = Timeunit.SelectedIndex; 

            baitaunit = CLunit.SelectedIndex; 

            gamaunit = WTunit.SelectedIndex; 

            profitunit = Punit.SelectedIndex; 

            lossunit = Lunit.SelectedIndex; 

 

            T = int.Parse(Time.Text); 

            ifa = - Math.Log(1- double.Parse(FE.Text)/100)/T; 

            baita = double.Parse(CL.Text)/100; 

            gama = double.Parse(WT.Text); 

            lu = double.Parse(profit.Text); 

            lo = double.Parse(loss.Text); 

             

        } 

 

        public Form1() 

        { 

            InitializeComponent(); 

        } 

 

        private void Form1_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 

        { 

 

        } 

 

        private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 
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        { 

            init(); 

            if (Tunit == baitaunit && baitaunit == gamaunit && gamaunit != -1 && profitunit == lossunit 

&& lossunit != -1) 

            { 

                CalculateOptimumTa(); 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show("Please select correct parameter unit", 

"Error",MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Exclamation); 

                

            } 

             

        } 

 

 

        void CalculateOptimumTa() //Calculate the optimal Ta with given conditions  

        { 

             

            double s3 = (this.ifa + this.baita - Math.Sqrt((this.ifa + this.baita) * (this.ifa + this.baita) - 2 * 

this.ifa * this.ifa * this.baita * (this.T - this.gama))) / this.ifa / this.ifa; 

            

            string Taunit; 

            if (Tunit == 0) 

            { 

                Taunit = " week"; 

            } 

            else if (Tunit == 1) 

            { 

                Taunit = " day"; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                Taunit = " hour"; 

            } 

 

            

 

            if (Loss((int)Round(s3, 0)) < Loss(0) && Loss((int)Round(s3, 0)) < Loss((int)Round(this.T - 

this.gama, 0))) 

            { 

                result.Text = (Round(s3,0)).ToString() + Taunit + "; Loss:" + 

Decimal.Round((Decimal)Loss((int)Round(s3, 0)), 2).ToString() + Lunit.Text+" per product"; 

 

            } 

            else if (Loss(0) < Loss((int)Round(s3, 0)) && Loss(0) < Loss((int)Round(this.T - this.gama, 0))) 

            { 

                result.Text = "0"+ "; Loss:" +Decimal.Round((Decimal)Loss(0),2).ToString() + Lunit.Text+" 

per product"; 

 

            } 

            else if (Loss((int)Round(this.T - this.gama, 0)) < Loss((int)Round(s3, 0)) && 

Loss((int)Round(this.T - this.gama, 0)) < Loss(0)) 

            { 

                result.Text = (T - gama).ToString() + Taunit + "; Loss:" +  

Decimal.Round((Decimal)Loss((int)Round(this.T - this.gama, 0)),2).ToString() + Lunit.Text+" per product"; 

 

            } 

            

         } 

 

 

 

        double Loss(int ta)//calculate the total loss per product 

        { 

             double z = 0, ra = 0.5; 
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            int tw = T - ta; 

            double pf = ForecastError(ta); 

 

            double pc = CustomerLoss(tw); 

 

            if (pc >= pf * ra) 

            { 

                z = pc * lo + 0.5 * ra * pf * lu; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                z = 0.5 * (pc + ra * pf) * lo + 0.5 * ra * pf * lu; 

            } 

            return z; 

        } 

 

        double ForecastError(int ta)//forecast error 

        { 

            if (this.ifa == 0) 

                return 0; 

            else 

                return 1 - Math.Exp(-this.ifa * ta); 

        } 

 

        double CustomerLoss(double tw)//customer loss percentage         

   { 

            if (this.baita * (tw - this.gama) > 1) 

            { 

                return 1; 

            } 

            else if ((tw - this.gama) < 0) 

            { 

                return 0; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                return this.baita * (tw - this.gama); 

            } 

        } 

 

 

        double Round(double value, int decimals) 

//Rounds a number to a specified number of decimal places or to a whole number if no decimal places are 

specified 

        { 

            if (value < 0) 

            { 

                return Math.Round(value + 5 / Math.Pow(10, decimals + 1), decimals, 

MidpointRounding.AwayFromZero); 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                return Math.Round(value, decimals, MidpointRounding.AwayFromZero); 

            } 

        } 

 

        private void TimeChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) 

        { 

            textBox1.Text = Time.Text + " " + Timeunit.Text; 

        } 

 

        private void UnitChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) 

        { 

            CLunit.Text = Timeunit.Text; 

            WTunit.Text=Timeunit.Text;   

        } 
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        private void CLunitChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) 

        { 

            Timeunit.Text = CLunit.Text; 

            WTunit.Text = CLunit.Text; 

            

        } 

 

        private void WTunitChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) 

        { 

            CLunit.Text=WTunit.Text; 

            Timeunit.Text=WTunit.Text;   

 

        } 

 

        private void PunitChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) 

        { 

            Lunit.Text = Punit.Text; 

        } 

 

        private void LunitChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) 

        { 

            Punit.Text = Lunit.Text; 

        }  

    } 

} 
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Appendix - C.  Simulation and Calculation Results in MTB Testing  

With the parameters given in Table 5-1, the losses of simulation and 

calculation at different Ta are listed as follows (simulation adopts random function to 

represent the forecast error, and the simulation result is the average value of 1000 

time random calculations): 

Ta 
Program 

Simulation 
Calculation STELLA 

0 5.225 5.225 5.22 

1 5.207638816 5.208424641 5.207533 

2 5.191680322 5.19176369 5.1902 

3 5.175955575 5.175017338 5.172467 

4 5.156922604 5.158185776 5.155 

5 5.139442211 5.141269193 5.137733 

6 5.127316533 5.124267778 5.119667 

7 5.105802162 5.107181721 5.1024 

8 5.089471452 5.09001121 5.085 

9 5.074604623 5.072756434 5.067467 

10 5.044668736 5.055417579 5.0498 

11 5.033416816 5.037994834 5.032733 

12 5.020225555 5.020488385 5.0154 

13 5.00416952 5.002898418 4.997933 

14 4.978679514 4.98522512 4.9808 

15 4.987905551 4.967468676 4.963333 

16 4.944103281 4.949629271 4.942933 

17 4.922346441 4.931707091 4.925133 

18 4.903298234 4.913702319 4.9076 

19 4.883553625 4.895615139 4.890067 

20 4.885879097 4.877445736 4.8698 

21 4.87565686 4.859194292 4.852 

22 4.839249025 4.840860991 4.835067 

23 4.808564127 4.822446013 4.8144 

24 4.810572882 4.803949542 4.797 

25 4.782056438 4.785371759 4.776267 

26 4.759628018 4.766712844 4.759133 

27 4.775864476 4.74797298 4.7382 

28 4.726394161 4.729152345 4.7212 

29 4.718818436 4.71025112 4.700533 

30 4.706552859 4.691269485 4.683067 

31 4.709094411 4.672207618 4.662467 

32 4.657199808 4.653065698 4.645733 

33 4.612768772 4.633843904 4.624533 

34 4.642759948 4.614542414 4.604067 
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35 4.626017668 4.595161404 4.587 

36 4.55773029 4.575701053 4.5662 

37 4.590603329 4.556161536 4.546067 

38 4.551558674 4.536543031 4.525467 

39 4.528021561 4.516845713 4.508 

40 4.522887293 4.497069757 4.487467 

41 4.494610078 4.47721534 4.4668 

42 4.412308632 4.457282635 4.446 

43 4.404301304 4.437271818 4.4258 

44 4.44254846 4.417183061 4.408467 

45 4.39337987 4.397016539 4.388067 

46 4.397664735 4.376772425 4.3674 

47 4.394266482 4.356450891 4.346933 

48 4.359331986 4.336052111 4.327067 

49 4.335673933 4.315576256 4.3062 

50 4.264197708 4.295023498 4.285733 

51 4.301510859 4.274394009 4.2646 

52 4.283687531 4.253687958 4.2444 

53 4.262613895 4.232905517 4.223933 

54 4.203751933 4.212046856 4.203533 

55 4.195082393 4.191112145 4.1802 

56 4.164039094 4.170101552 4.1618 

57 4.188047557 4.149015248 4.145867 

58 4.186372855 4.1278534 4.131667 

59 4.115262952 4.106616178 4.1204 

60 4.131991122 4.085303748 4.111933 

61 4.195693304 4.063916279 4.0998 

62 4.069487418 4.042453937 4.093133 

63 4.120200184 4.02091689 4.086933 

64 4.17103012 3.999305303 4.0788 

65 4.149533007 3.977619343 4.0748 

66 4.009013501 3.955859176 4.071067 

67 4.066513993 3.934024967 4.066133 

68 4.091755812 3.943480233 4.065133 

69 4.045206351 3.959525975 4.063733 

70 4.195115781 3.975474719 4.060667 

71 4.03015057 3.99132668 4.061867 

72 4.098140496 4.007082074 4.062333 

73 4.143400049 4.022741115 4.0676 

74 4.18689208 4.03830402 4.069867 

75 4.174097851 4.053771001 4.077267 

76 4.114569192 4.069142272 4.079933 

77 4.135653013 4.084418047 4.085067 

78 4.144197766 4.099598539 4.095133 

79 4.17198983 4.114683958 4.100867 

80 4.176861033 4.129674519 4.107467 

81 4.219223562 4.14457043 4.12 

82 4.145612965 4.159371905 4.128133 

83 4.217933253 4.174079152 4.1376 
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84 4.243515299 4.188692382 4.1512 

85 4.26654244 4.203211804 4.1608 

86 4.166128382 4.217637627 4.1706 

87 4.140980684 4.231970059 4.181467 

88 4.259276825 4.246209309 4.193133 

89 4.202724721 4.260355585 4.21 

90 4.106034127 4.274409092 4.222267 

91 4.364511898 4.288370039 4.234933 

92 4.232627537 4.302238631 4.2484 

93 4.36027657 4.316015073 4.2618 

94 4.367972849 4.329699572 4.275667 

95 4.35209645 4.343292331 4.290667 

96 4.485468672 4.384293556 4.331 

97 4.360095823 4.42520345 4.371733 

98 4.422545257 4.466022216 4.411933 

99 4.412789178 4.506750058 4.452667 

100 4.468658692 4.547387179 4.493133 
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Appendix - D.  Simulation and Calculation Results in MTB Handling Extreme 

Situations 

With the given parameters in Table 5-1 and the four extreme situations in 

Table 5-2 , the losses at different Ta are listed as follows (simulation adopts random 

function to represent the forecast error, and the simulation result is the average value 

of 1000 time random calculations): 

1. Totally accurate (  =0) 

Ta 
Program 

Simulation 
Calculation STELLA 

0 5.225 5.225 5.22 

1 5.17 5.17  

2 5.115 5.115  

3 5.06 5.06  

4 5.005 5.005  

5 4.95 4.95  

6 4.895 4.895  

7 4.84 4.84  

8 4.785 4.785  

9 4.73 4.73  

10 4.675 4.675  

11 4.62 4.62  

12 4.565 4.565  

13 4.51 4.51  

14 4.455 4.455  

15 4.4 4.4  

16 4.345 4.345  

17 4.29 4.29  

18 4.235 4.235  

19 4.18 4.18  

20 4.125 4.125 4.13 

21 4.07 4.07  

22 4.015 4.015  

23 3.96 3.96  

24 3.905 3.905  

25 3.85 3.85  

26 3.795 3.795  

27 3.74 3.74  
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28 3.685 3.685  

29 3.63 3.63  

30 3.575 3.575  

31 3.52 3.52  

32 3.465 3.465  

33 3.41 3.41  

34 3.355 3.355  

35 3.3 3.3  

36 3.245 3.245  

37 3.19 3.19  

38 3.135 3.135  

39 3.08 3.08  

40 3.025 3.025 3.03 

41 2.97 2.97  

42 2.915 2.915  

43 2.86 2.86  

44 2.805 2.805  

45 2.75 2.75  

46 2.695 2.695  

47 2.64 2.64  

48 2.585 2.585  

49 2.53 2.53  

50 2.475 2.475  

51 2.42 2.42  

52 2.365 2.365  

53 2.31 2.31  

54 2.255 2.255  

55 2.2 2.2  

56 2.145 2.145  

57 2.09 2.09  

58 2.035 2.035  

59 1.98 1.98  

60 1.925 1.925 1.93 

61 1.87 1.87  

62 1.815 1.815  

63 1.76 1.76  

64 1.705 1.705  

65 1.65 1.65  

66 1.595 1.595  

67 1.54 1.54  

68 1.485 1.485  

69 1.43 1.43  

70 1.375 1.375  
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71 1.32 1.32  

72 1.265 1.265  

73 1.21 1.21  

74 1.155 1.155  

75 1.1 1.1  

76 1.045 1.045  

77 0.99 0.99  

78 0.935 0.935  

79 0.88 0.88  

80 0.825 0.825 0.83 

81 0.77 0.77  

82 0.715 0.715  

83 0.66 0.66  

84 0.605 0.605  

85 0.55 0.55  

86 0.495 0.495  

87 0.44 0.44  

88 0.385 0.385  

89 0.33 0.33  

90 0.275 0.275  

91 0.22 0.22  

92 0.165 0.165  

93 0.11 0.11  

94 0.055 0.055  

95 0 0 0 

96 0 0  

97 0 0  

98 0 0  

99 0 0  

100 0 0 0 
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2. Totally inaccurate (  =∞) 

Ta 
Program 

Simulation 
Calculation STELLA 

0 5.225 5.225 5.22 

1 25.18062241 25.335 24.09067 

2 25.58893909 25.3075  

3 25.73060317 25.28  

4 25.36369051 25.2525  

5 25.29815424 25.225  

6 25.7683305 25.1975  

7 25.33736107 25.17  

8 25.3708631 25.1425  

9 25.47874573 25.115  

10 24.71840485 25.0875  

11 25.03751627 25.06  

12 25.26017223 25.0325  

13 25.29301733 25.005  

14 24.94056021 24.9775  

15 25.95635802 24.95  

16 24.94446597 24.9225  

17 24.78594993 24.895  

18 24.71328344 24.8675  

19 24.66702656 24.84  

20 25.24286301 24.8125 23.68773 

21 25.44364913 24.785  

22 24.89574487 24.7575  

23 24.56284953 24.73  

24 25.05834006 24.7025  

25 24.74576585 24.675  

26 24.66637154 24.6475  

27 25.38719127 24.62  

28 24.70369495 24.5925  

29 24.90432398 24.565  

30 24.98778901 24.5375  

31 25.36360504 24.51  

32 24.70422207 24.4825  

33 24.19426858 24.455  

34 25.06588853 24.4275  

35 25.05483962 24.4  

36 24.19107329 24.3725  

37 25.01265883 24.345  

38 24.68031499 24.3175  
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39 24.58418545 24.29  

40 24.74925198 24.2625 23.31527 

41 24.59217671 24.235  

42 23.66285482 24.2075  

43 23.79860644 24.18  

44 24.58675245 24.1525  

45 24.16642761 24.125  

46 24.44530964 24.0975  

47 24.65701439 24.07  

48 24.42524237 24.0425  

49 24.34059418 24.015  

50 23.66966043 23.9875  

51 24.3578212 23.96  

52 24.35344667 23.9325  

53 24.28733296 23.905  

54 23.7727248 23.8775  

55 23.82943512 23.85  

56 23.58764596 23.8225  

57 23.9627997 23.795  

58 24.03165629 23.7675  

59 23.35873624 23.74  

60 23.59832179 23.7125 22.97473 

61 24.25694034 23.685  

62 23.04954928 23.6575  

63 23.53859641 23.63  

64 24.03728867 23.6025  

65 23.81954056 23.575  

66 22.66146508 23.5475  

67 23.14068886 23.52  

68 23.29182628 23.4925  

69 22.89772498 23.465  

70 23.97210495 23.4375  

71 22.69546222 23.41  

72 23.1513152 23.3825  

73 23.42987575 23.355  

74 23.69467894 23.3275  

75 23.51181563 23.3  

76 23.05676607 23.2725  

77 23.09966361 23.245  

78 23.12682779 23.2175  

79 23.23182925 23.19  

80 23.19933538 23.1625 22.67253 

81 23.36465748 23.135  
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82 22.81851225 23.1075  

83 23.17444498 23.08  

84 23.25192583 23.0525  

85 23.28451006 23.025  

86 22.60515135 22.9975  

87 22.36944691 22.97  

88 22.95900334 22.9425  

89 22.55880969 22.915  

90 21.93765485 22.8875  

91 23.26268794 22.86  

92 22.4497635 22.8325  

93 23.03725102 22.805  

94 22.97896856 22.7775  

95 22.79611564 22.75  

96 23.27499538 22.75  

97 22.41528126 22.75  

98 22.52852756 22.75  

99 22.27568703 22.75  

100 22.35613139 22.75 22.465 
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3. Totally patience ( =0 or  =T) 

Ta 
Program 

Simulation 
Calculation STELLA 

0 0 0 0 

1 0.049639598 0.050675975  

2 0.10112912 0.101239069  

3 0.152926918 0.151689533  

4 0.200361695 0.202027617  

5 0.249844076 0.252253573  

6 0.306388471 0.30236765  

7 0.350550677 0.352370096  

8 0.401549306 0.402261162  

9 0.454478561 0.452041094  

10 0.48753413 0.501710141  

11 0.545230873 0.551268549  

12 0.600369935 0.600716565  

13 0.651730817 0.650054435  

14 0.690649794 0.699282404  

15 0.775353697 0.748400717  

16 0.790121718 0.797409618  

17 0.833964146 0.846309351  

18 0.88137883 0.895100159  

19 0.927875071 0.943782285  

20 1.00347823 0.992355971 0.979467 

21 1.062532961 1.040821458  

22 1.087053063 1.089178988  

23 1.119120805 1.1374288  

24 1.194306264 1.185571135  

25 1.229233853 1.233606232  

26 1.272190574 1.281534331  

27 1.366140106 1.329355669  

28 1.373432879 1.377070484  

29 1.435977937 1.424679013  

30 1.492337828 1.472181494  

31 1.568225962 1.519578162  

32 1.572321486 1.566869254  

33 1.586260265 1.614055004  

34 1.698350077 1.661135647  

35 1.74880591 1.708111417  

36 1.731281977 1.754982548  

37 1.847172506 1.801749272  

38 1.868215063 1.848411823  
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39 1.909709595 1.894970433  

40 1.975474546 1.941425332 1.918267 

41 2.010717639 1.987776753  

42 1.974711385 2.034024925  

43 2.036687227 2.080170078  

44 2.15966536 2.126212443  

45 2.16735606 2.172152247  

46 2.245543346 2.21798972  

47 2.313597824 2.263725089  

48 2.340061025 2.309358581  

49 2.381396057 2.354890425  

50 2.359666542 2.400320846  

51 2.481412872 2.445650069  

52 2.530293046 2.490878321  

53 2.57234943 2.536005827  

54 2.562438452 2.58103281  

55 2.616038044 2.625959495  

56 2.638079194 2.670786105  

57 2.730062175 2.715512863  

58 2.78703714 2.760139992  

59 2.752252847 2.804667713  

60 2.829303915 2.849096248 2.817533 

61 2.960716517 2.893425817  

62 2.853491663 2.937656642  

63 2.964566159 2.981788942  

64 3.079009019 3.025822936  

65 3.099129461 3.069758844  

66 2.987224574 3.113596884  

67 3.100509907 3.157337275  

68 3.169403665 3.200980233  

69 3.160711968 3.244525975  

70 3.363024778 3.287974719  

71 3.223452681 3.33132668  

72 3.337153347 3.374582074  

73 3.426649902 3.417741115  

74 3.51466325 3.46080402  

75 3.533886218 3.503771001  

76 3.510782408 3.546642272  

77 3.56454052 3.589418047  

78 3.615753599 3.632098539  

79 3.679981458 3.674683958  

80 3.722156811 3.717174519 3.670733 

81 3.796562165 3.75957043  
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82 3.752563238 3.801871905  

83 3.858807714 3.844079152  

84 3.919693878 3.886192382  

85 3.972208397 3.928211804  

86 3.901319504 3.970137627  

87 3.905623417 4.011970059  

88 4.056212899 4.053709309  

89 4.030965707 4.095355585  

90 3.964087024 4.136909092  

91 4.252252719 4.178370039  

92 4.148702941 4.219738631  

93 4.304495453 4.261015073  

94 4.340298822 4.302199572  

95 4.35209645 4.343292331  

96 4.485468672 4.384293556  

97 4.360095823 4.42520345  

98 4.422545257 4.466022216  

99 4.412789178 4.506750058  

100 4.468658692 4.547387179 4.493133 
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4. Totally impatience ( =1 and  =0) 

Ta 
Program 

Simulation 
Calculation STELLA 

0 22 22 22 

1 22.03763882 22.03842464  

2 22.07668032 22.07676369  

3 22.11595558 22.11501734  

4 22.1519226 22.15318578  

5 22.18944221 22.19126919  

6 22.23231653 22.22926778  

7 22.26580216 22.26718172  

8 22.30447145 22.30501121  

9 22.34460462 22.34275643  

10 22.36966874 22.38041758  

11 22.41341682 22.41799483  

12 22.45522555 22.45548838  

13 22.49416952 22.49289842  

14 22.52367951 22.53022512  

15 22.58790555 22.56746868  

16 22.59910328 22.60462927  

17 22.63234644 22.64170709  

18 22.66829823 22.67870232  

19 22.70355363 22.71561514  

20 22.7608791 22.75244574 22.71413 

21 22.80565686 22.78919429  

22 22.82424903 22.82586099  

23 22.84856413 22.86244601  

24 22.90557288 22.89894954  

25 22.93205644 22.93537176  

26 22.96462802 22.97171284  

27 23.03586448 23.00797298  

28 23.04139416 23.04415234  

29 23.08881844 23.08025112  

30 23.13155286 23.11626948  

31 23.18909441 23.15220762  

32 23.19219981 23.1880657  

33 23.20276877 23.2238439  

34 23.28775995 23.25954241  

35 23.32601767 23.2951614  

36 23.31273029 23.33070105  

37 23.40060333 23.36616154  

38 23.41655867 23.40154303  
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39 23.44802156 23.43684571  

40 23.49788729 23.47206976 23.399 

41 23.52461008 23.50721534  

42 23.49730863 23.54228264  

43 23.5443013 23.57727182  

44 23.63754846 23.61218306  

45 23.64337987 23.64701654  

46 23.70266473 23.68177242  

47 23.75426648 23.71645089  

48 23.77433199 23.75105211  

49 23.80567393 23.78557626  

50 23.78919771 23.8200235  

51 23.88151086 23.85439401  

52 23.91857385 23.88868796  

53 23.95046275 23.92290552  

54 23.94294784 23.95704686  

55 23.98358929 23.99111214  

56 24.00030181 24.02510155  

57 24.07004714 24.05901525  

58 24.11324794 24.0928534  

59 24.08687304 24.12661618  

60 24.14529637 24.16030375 24.05433 

61 24.2449389 24.19391628  

62 24.16363654 24.22745394  

63 24.24785786 24.26091689  

64 24.33463321 24.2943053  

65 24.34988937 24.32761934  

66 24.26503841 24.36085918  

67 24.35093608 24.39402497  

68 24.40317421 24.42711688  

69 24.3965838 24.46013508  

70 24.54998582 24.49307973  

71 24.44415643 24.525951  

72 24.53036902 24.55874904  

73 24.59822905 24.59147403  

74 24.66496444 24.62412612  

75 24.6795401 24.65670548  

76 24.66202183 24.68921227  

77 24.70278347 24.72164665  

78 24.74161537 24.75400878  

79 24.79031561 24.78629883  

80 24.82229473 24.81851694 24.67667 

81 24.87871197 24.85066329  
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82 24.84535015 24.88273804  

83 24.92590915 24.91474133  

84 24.97207558 24.94667334  

85 25.01189428 24.97853422  

86 24.95814336 25.01032413  

87 24.96140677 25.04204323  

88 25.07559 25.07369167  

89 25.05644653 25.10526962  

90 25.00573631 25.13677722  

91 25.22423558 25.16821464  

92 25.14571981 25.19958204  

93 25.2638482 25.23087956  

94 25.29099581 25.26210737  

95 25.29994126 25.29326561  

96 25.40106965 25.32435445  

97 25.30600672 25.35537404  

98 25.35335849 25.38632454  

99 25.34596103 25.41720609 25.2468 

100 4.468658692 4.547387179 4.493133 
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Appendix - E.  Calculation Results in MTB Parameter ( ) Analysis 

  changing from 0.004 to 0.001 with a step of 0.0005 (the given conditions in 

section 5.3), the losses at different Ta are: 

Ta α=0.004 α=0.0035 α=0.003 α=0.0025 α=0.002 α=0.0015 α=0.001 

0 7.98 7.98 7.98 7.98 7.98 7.98 7.98 

1 8.013764 7.99907 7.984367 7.969658 7.954941 7.940217 7.925485 

2 8.047059 8.017779 7.98847 7.959132 7.929764 7.900367 7.870941 

3 8.079884 8.036129 7.992309 7.948422 7.90447 7.860452 7.816367 

4 8.112244 8.054122 7.995884 7.93753 7.879059 7.82047 7.761764 

5 8.144139 8.071759 7.999198 7.926455 7.85353 7.780422 7.707132 

6 8.175572 8.089041 8.00225 7.915198 7.827884 7.740309 7.65247 

7 8.206543 8.105968 8.005041 7.903759 7.802122 7.700129 7.597779 

8 8.237056 8.122543 8.007572 7.892139 7.776244 7.659884 7.543059 

9 8.267111 8.138767 8.009843 7.880339 7.75025 7.619574 7.488309 

10 8.296712 8.15464 8.011857 7.868358 7.724139 7.579198 7.43353 

11 8.325858 8.170165 8.013612 7.856197 7.697913 7.538756 7.378722 

12 8.354553 8.185341 8.015111 7.843857 7.671572 7.49825 7.323884 

13 8.382798 8.200172 8.016354 7.831338 7.645115 7.457678 7.269018 

14 8.410595 8.214657 8.017341 7.81864 7.618543 7.417041 7.214122 

15 8.437946 8.228798 8.018074 7.805765 7.591857 7.376339 7.159198 

16 8.464853 8.242595 8.018553 7.792712 7.565056 7.335572 7.104244 

17 8.491316 8.256052 8.018779 7.779481 7.538141 7.29474 7.049261 

18 8.517339 8.269168 8.018753 7.766074 7.511111 7.253843 6.99425 

19 8.542922 8.281944 8.018475 7.752491 7.483968 7.212882 6.939209 

20 8.568068 8.294382 8.017946 7.738732 7.456712 7.171857 6.884139 

21 8.592778 8.306484 8.017168 7.724798 7.429341 7.130767 6.829041 

22 8.617054 8.318249 8.01614 7.710688 7.401858 7.089612 6.773913 

23 8.640898 8.32968 8.014863 7.696404 7.374262 7.048394 6.718757 

24 8.664312 8.340778 8.013339 7.681946 7.346553 7.007111 6.663572 

25 8.687296 8.351543 8.011567 7.667315 7.318732 6.965765 6.608358 

26 8.709854 8.361978 8.009549 7.65251 7.290798 6.924354 6.553115 

27 8.731986 8.372082 8.007286 7.637532 7.262753 6.88288 6.497843 

28 8.753694 8.381857 8.004778 7.622382 7.234595 6.841341 6.442543 

29 8.774981 8.391305 8.002026 7.60706 7.206327 6.79974 6.387214 

30 8.795847 8.400427 7.99903 7.591567 7.177946 6.758074 6.331857 

31 8.816295 8.409223 7.995792 7.575903 7.149455 6.716345 6.276471 

32 8.836325 8.417694 7.992312 7.560068 7.120853 6.674553 6.221056 

33 8.855941 8.425843 7.98859 7.544063 7.09214 6.632698 6.165612 

34 8.875142 8.43367 7.984628 7.527888 7.063316 6.590779 6.110141 

35 8.893932 8.441176 7.980427 7.511543 7.034382 6.548798 6.05464 

36 8.912311 8.448362 7.975986 7.49503 7.005339 6.506753 5.999111 

37 8.930282 8.45523 7.971307 7.478348 6.976185 6.464645 5.943554 

38 8.947846 8.46178 7.96639 7.461498 6.946922 6.422475 5.887968 

39 8.965004 8.468014 7.961237 7.444481 6.917549 6.380242 5.832354 

40 8.981758 8.473932 7.955847 7.427296 6.888068 6.337946 5.776712 
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41 8.99811 8.479536 7.950222 7.409945 6.858477 6.295588 5.721041 

42 9.014062 8.484828 7.944362 7.392427 6.828778 6.253168 5.665341 

43 9.029614 8.489807 7.938268 7.374743 6.79897 6.210685 5.609614 

44 9.044769 8.494475 7.931941 7.356893 6.769054 6.16814 5.553858 

45 9.059529 8.498834 7.925381 7.338878 6.73903 6.125532 5.498074 

46 9.073894 8.502884 7.918589 7.320699 6.708898 6.082863 5.442262 

47 9.087866 8.506626 7.911565 7.302355 6.678659 6.040132 5.386422 

48 9.101447 8.510062 7.904311 7.283847 6.648312 5.997339 5.330553 

49 9.114639 8.513192 7.896828 7.265176 6.617857 5.954484 5.274657 

50 9.127443 8.516018 7.889115 7.246341 6.587296 5.911567 5.218732 

51 9.13986 8.51854 7.881173 7.227344 6.556628 5.868589 5.162779 

52 9.151892 8.52076 7.873004 7.208185 6.525854 5.825549 5.106798 

53 9.163541 8.522679 7.864607 7.188863 6.494973 5.782448 5.05079 

54 9.174809 8.524298 7.855984 7.169381 6.463986 5.739286 4.994753 

55 9.185695 8.525618 7.847136 7.149737 6.432893 5.696063 4.938688 

56 9.196204 8.526639 7.838062 7.129932 6.401694 5.652778 4.882595 

57 9.206334 8.527363 7.828764 7.109967 6.37039 5.609432 4.826475 

58 9.216089 8.527792 7.819242 7.089842 6.338981 5.566026 4.770327 

59 9.22547 8.527925 7.809496 7.069558 6.307466 5.522558 4.71415 

60 9.258083 8.527765 7.799529 7.049115 6.275847 5.47903 4.657946 

61 9.330701 8.527311 7.789339 7.028513 6.244123 5.435441 4.601714 

62 9.402862 8.526566 7.778929 7.007752 6.212295 5.391792 4.545455 

63 9.474567 8.566706 7.768298 6.986834 6.180362 5.348082 4.489168 

64 9.545818 8.626998 7.757447 6.965758 6.148325 5.304312 4.432853 

65 9.616617 8.686932 7.746378 6.944525 6.116185 5.260481 4.37651 

66 9.686966 8.746509 7.7745 6.923136 6.083941 5.21659 4.32014 

67 9.756866 8.805732 7.822196 6.90159 6.051593 5.172639 4.263742 

68 9.826319 8.864602 7.869623 6.879888 6.019142 5.128628 4.207316 

69 9.895328 8.923119 7.916783 6.875122 5.986589 5.084557 4.150863 

70 9.963893 8.981284 7.963675 6.909819 5.953932 5.040427 4.094382 

71 10.03202 9.0391 8.010301 6.944324 5.921173 4.996236 4.037874 

72 10.0997 9.096567 8.056661 6.978637 5.888311 4.951986 3.981339 

73 10.16695 9.153687 8.102757 7.01276 5.882244 4.907676 3.924776 

74 10.23376 9.21046 8.148589 7.046694 5.903264 4.863307 3.868185 

75 10.30013 9.266888 8.194158 7.080437 5.924159 4.818878 3.811567 

76 10.36608 9.322972 8.239465 7.113992 5.944928 4.77439 3.754922 

77 10.43159 9.378713 8.284509 7.147357 5.965571 4.737399 3.698249 

78 10.49667 9.434113 8.329294 7.180535 5.98609 4.74414 3.641549 

79 10.56133 9.489173 8.373818 7.213525 6.006483 4.750809 3.584822 

80 10.62556 9.543893 8.418083 7.246328 6.026752 4.757404 3.528068 

81 10.68937 9.598276 8.46209 7.278943 6.046896 4.763927 3.471286 

82 10.75275 9.652322 8.505839 7.311373 6.066916 4.770376 3.419574 

83 10.81571 9.706032 8.549331 7.343617 6.086812 4.776753 3.411183 

84 10.87826 9.759408 8.592567 7.375675 6.106585 4.783058 3.402759 

85 10.94038 9.812451 8.635548 7.407548 6.126234 4.78929 3.394302 

86 11.00209 9.865161 8.678274 7.439237 6.14576 4.79545 3.385811 

87 11.06339 9.917541 8.720746 7.470742 6.165163 4.801538 3.377286 

88 11.12428 9.969591 8.762966 7.502064 6.184444 4.807554 3.368728 

89 11.18475 10.02131 8.804933 7.533202 6.203602 4.813497 3.360137 
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90 11.24481 10.07271 8.846648 7.564158 6.222637 4.819369 3.351512 

91 11.30447 10.12377 8.888113 7.594932 6.241551 4.825169 3.342854 

92 11.36372 10.17452 8.929328 7.625524 6.260343 4.830898 3.334162 

93 11.42257 10.22493 8.970294 7.655934 6.279014 4.836555 3.325437 

94 11.48101 10.27503 9.011011 7.686164 6.297563 4.84214 3.316679 

95 11.53906 10.3248 9.05148 7.716213 6.315992 4.847654 3.307888 

96 11.6387 10.41626 9.133702 7.788083 6.376299 4.895097 3.341063 

97 11.73795 10.50739 9.215678 7.859773 6.436486 4.942469 3.374206 

98 11.8368 10.59821 9.297408 7.931284 6.496553 4.98977 3.407315 

99 11.93526 10.6887 9.378894 8.002617 6.5565 5.037 3.440391 

100 12.03332 10.77888 9.460135 8.073771 6.616328 5.084159 3.473434 
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Appendix - F.  Calculation Results in MTB Parameter ( ) Analysis 

  changing from 0.002 to 0.012 with 0.002 increment (the given conditions in 

section 5.3), the losses at different Ta are: 

Ta β=0.002 β=0.004 β=0.006 β=0.008 β=0.01 β=0.012 

0 2.66 5.32 7.98 10.64 13.3 14 

1 2.705658 5.337658 7.969658 10.60166 13.23366 14.07366 

2 2.751132 5.355132 7.959132 10.56313 13.16713 14.14713 

3 2.796422 5.372422 7.948422 10.52442 13.10042 14.22042 

4 2.84153 5.38953 7.93753 10.48553 13.03353 14.29353 

5 2.886455 5.406455 7.926455 10.44645 12.96645 14.36645 

6 2.931198 5.423198 7.915198 10.4072 12.8992 14.4392 

7 2.975759 5.439759 7.903759 10.36776 12.83176 14.51176 

8 3.020139 5.456139 7.892139 10.32814 12.76414 14.58414 

9 3.064339 5.472339 7.880339 10.28834 12.69634 14.65634 

10 3.108358 5.488358 7.868358 10.24836 12.62836 14.72836 

11 3.152197 5.504197 7.856197 10.2082 12.5602 14.8002 

12 3.195857 5.519857 7.843857 10.16786 12.49186 14.81586 

13 3.239338 5.535338 7.831338 10.12734 12.42334 14.71934 

14 3.28264 5.55064 7.81864 10.08664 12.35464 14.62264 

15 3.325765 5.565765 7.805765 10.04576 12.28576 14.52576 

16 3.368712 5.580712 7.792712 10.00471 12.21671 14.42871 

17 3.411481 5.595481 7.779481 9.963481 12.14748 14.33148 

18 3.454074 5.610074 7.766074 9.922074 12.07807 14.23407 

19 3.496491 5.624491 7.752491 9.880491 12.00849 14.13649 

20 3.538732 5.638732 7.738732 9.838732 11.93873 14.03873 

21 3.580798 5.652798 7.724798 9.796798 11.8688 13.9408 

22 3.622688 5.666688 7.710688 9.754688 11.79869 13.84269 

23 3.664404 5.680404 7.696404 9.712404 11.7284 13.7444 

24 3.705946 5.693946 7.681946 9.669946 11.65795 13.64595 

25 3.747315 5.707315 7.667315 9.627315 11.58731 13.54731 

26 3.78851 5.72051 7.65251 9.58451 11.51651 13.44851 

27 3.829532 5.733532 7.637532 9.541532 11.44553 13.34953 

28 3.870382 5.746382 7.622382 9.498382 11.37438 13.25038 

29 3.91106 5.75906 7.60706 9.45506 11.30306 13.15106 

30 3.951567 5.771567 7.591567 9.411567 11.23157 13.05157 

31 3.991903 5.783903 7.575903 9.367903 11.1599 12.9519 

32 4.032068 5.796068 7.560068 9.324068 11.08807 12.85207 

33 4.072063 5.808063 7.544063 9.280063 11.01606 12.75206 

34 4.111888 5.819888 7.527888 9.235888 10.94389 12.65189 

35 4.151543 5.831543 7.511543 9.191543 10.87154 12.55154 

36 4.19103 5.84303 7.49503 9.14703 10.79903 12.45103 

37 4.230348 5.854348 7.478348 9.102348 10.72635 12.35035 

38 4.269498 5.865498 7.461498 9.057498 10.6535 12.2495 

39 4.308481 5.876481 7.444481 9.012481 10.58048 12.14848 

40 4.347296 5.887296 7.427296 8.967296 10.5073 12.0473 
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41 4.385945 5.897945 7.409945 8.921945 10.43394 11.94594 

42 4.424427 5.908427 7.392427 8.876427 10.36043 11.84443 

43 4.462743 5.918743 7.374743 8.830743 10.28674 11.74274 

44 4.516054 5.928893 7.356893 8.784893 10.21289 11.64089 

45 4.583697 5.938878 7.338878 8.738878 10.13888 11.53888 

46 4.651136 5.948699 7.320699 8.692699 10.0647 11.4367 

47 4.718371 5.958355 7.302355 8.646355 9.990355 11.33435 

48 4.785404 5.967847 7.283847 8.599847 9.915847 11.23185 

49 4.852234 5.977176 7.265176 8.553176 9.841176 11.12918 

50 4.918863 5.986341 7.246341 8.506341 9.766341 11.02634 

51 4.98529 5.995344 7.227344 8.459344 9.691344 10.92334 

52 5.051517 6.004185 7.208185 8.412185 9.616185 10.82018 

53 5.117543 6.012863 7.188863 8.364863 9.540863 10.71686 

54 5.183369 6.021381 7.169381 8.317381 9.465381 10.61338 

55 5.248996 6.029737 7.149737 8.269737 9.389737 10.50974 

56 5.314424 6.037932 7.129932 8.221932 9.313932 10.40593 

57 5.379654 6.045967 7.109967 8.173967 9.237967 10.30197 

58 5.444686 6.053842 7.089842 8.125842 9.161842 10.19784 

59 5.509521 6.061558 7.069558 8.077558 9.085558 10.09356 

60 5.574159 6.069115 7.049115 8.029115 9.009115 9.989115 

61 5.6386 6.1146 7.028513 7.980513 8.932513 9.884513 

62 5.702846 6.164846 7.007752 7.931752 8.855752 9.779752 

63 5.766896 6.214896 6.986834 7.882834 8.778834 9.674834 

64 5.830752 6.264752 6.965758 7.833758 8.701758 9.569758 

65 5.894413 6.314413 6.944525 7.784525 8.624525 9.464525 

66 5.95788 6.36388 6.923136 7.735136 8.547136 9.359136 

67 6.021153 6.413153 6.90159 7.68559 8.46959 9.25359 

68 6.084234 6.462234 6.879888 7.635888 8.391888 9.147888 

69 6.147122 6.511122 6.875122 7.58603 8.31403 9.04203 

70 6.209819 6.559819 6.909819 7.536018 8.236018 8.936018 

71 6.272324 6.608324 6.944324 7.485851 8.157851 8.829851 

72 6.334637 6.656637 6.978637 7.435529 8.079529 8.723529 

73 6.39676 6.70476 7.01276 7.385053 8.001053 8.617053 

74 6.458694 6.752694 7.046694 7.340694 7.922424 8.510424 

75 6.520437 6.800437 7.080437 7.360437 7.843641 8.403641 

76 6.581992 6.847992 7.113992 7.379992 7.764706 8.296706 

77 6.643357 6.895357 7.147357 7.399357 7.685618 8.189618 

78 6.704535 6.942535 7.180535 7.418535 7.656535 8.082378 

79 6.765525 6.989525 7.213525 7.437525 7.661525 7.974986 

80 6.826328 7.036328 7.246328 7.456328 7.666328 7.876328 

81 6.886943 7.082943 7.278943 7.474943 7.670943 7.866943 

82 6.947373 7.129373 7.311373 7.493373 7.675373 7.857373 

83 7.007617 7.175617 7.343617 7.511617 7.679617 7.847617 

84 7.067675 7.221675 7.375675 7.529675 7.683675 7.837675 

85 7.127548 7.267548 7.407548 7.547548 7.687548 7.827548 

86 7.187237 7.313237 7.439237 7.565237 7.691237 7.817237 

87 7.246742 7.358742 7.470742 7.582742 7.694742 7.806742 

88 7.306064 7.404064 7.502064 7.600064 7.698064 7.796064 

89 7.365202 7.449202 7.533202 7.617202 7.701202 7.785202 
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90 7.424158 7.494158 7.564158 7.634158 7.704158 7.774158 

91 7.482932 7.538932 7.594932 7.650932 7.706932 7.762932 

92 7.541524 7.583524 7.625524 7.667524 7.709524 7.751524 

93 7.599934 7.627934 7.655934 7.683934 7.711934 7.739934 

94 7.658164 7.672164 7.686164 7.700164 7.714164 7.728164 

95 7.716213 7.716213 7.716213 7.716213 7.716213 7.716213 

96 7.788083 7.788083 7.788083 7.788083 7.788083 7.788083 

97 7.859773 7.859773 7.859773 7.859773 7.859773 7.859773 

98 7.931284 7.931284 7.931284 7.931284 7.931284 7.931284 

99 8.002617 8.002617 8.002617 8.002617 8.002617 8.002617 

100 8.073771 8.073771 8.073771 8.073771 8.073771 8.073771 
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Appendix - G.  Calculation Results in MTB Parameter ( ) Analysis 

  is in range of 5 to 35 with a step of 10 (the given conditions in section 5.3), 

the losses at different Ta are: 

Ta γ=5 γ=15 γ=25 γ=35 

0 7.98 7.14 6.3 5.46 

1 7.969658 7.129658 6.289658 5.449658 

2 7.959132 7.119132 6.279132 5.439132 

3 7.948422 7.108422 6.268422 5.428422 

4 7.93753 7.09753 6.25753 5.41753 

5 7.926455 7.086455 6.246455 5.406455 

6 7.915198 7.075198 6.235198 5.395198 

7 7.903759 7.063759 6.223759 5.383759 

8 7.892139 7.052139 6.212139 5.372139 

9 7.880339 7.040339 6.200339 5.360339 

10 7.868358 7.028358 6.188358 5.348358 

11 7.856197 7.016197 6.176197 5.336197 

12 7.843857 7.003857 6.163857 5.323857 

13 7.831338 6.991338 6.151338 5.311338 

14 7.81864 6.97864 6.13864 5.29864 

15 7.805765 6.965765 6.125765 5.285765 

16 7.792712 6.952712 6.112712 5.272712 

17 7.779481 6.939481 6.099481 5.259481 

18 7.766074 6.926074 6.086074 5.246074 

19 7.752491 6.912491 6.072491 5.232491 

20 7.738732 6.898732 6.058732 5.218732 

21 7.724798 6.884798 6.044798 5.204798 

22 7.710688 6.870688 6.030688 5.190688 

23 7.696404 6.856404 6.016404 5.176404 

24 7.681946 6.841946 6.001946 5.161946 

25 7.667315 6.827315 5.987315 5.147315 

26 7.65251 6.81251 5.97251 5.13251 

27 7.637532 6.797532 5.957532 5.117532 

28 7.622382 6.782382 5.942382 5.102382 

29 7.60706 6.76706 5.92706 5.08706 

30 7.591567 6.751567 5.911567 5.071567 

31 7.575903 6.735903 5.895903 5.055903 

32 7.560068 6.720068 5.880068 5.040068 

33 7.544063 6.704063 5.864063 5.024063 

34 7.527888 6.687888 5.847888 5.007888 

35 7.511543 6.671543 5.831543 4.991543 

36 7.49503 6.65503 5.81503 4.97503 

37 7.478348 6.638348 5.798348 4.958348 

38 7.461498 6.621498 5.781498 4.941498 

39 7.444481 6.604481 5.764481 4.924481 

40 7.427296 6.587296 5.747296 4.907296 
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41 7.409945 6.569945 5.729945 4.889945 

42 7.392427 6.552427 5.712427 4.872427 

43 7.374743 6.534743 5.694743 4.854743 

44 7.356893 6.516893 5.676893 4.836893 

45 7.338878 6.498878 5.658878 4.818878 

46 7.320699 6.480699 5.640699 4.800699 

47 7.302355 6.462355 5.622355 4.802371 

48 7.283847 6.443847 5.603847 4.841404 

49 7.265176 6.425176 5.585176 4.880234 

50 7.246341 6.406341 5.566341 4.918863 

51 7.227344 6.387344 5.547344 4.95729 

52 7.208185 6.368185 5.528185 4.995517 

53 7.188863 6.348863 5.508863 5.033543 

54 7.169381 6.329381 5.491369 5.071369 

55 7.149737 6.309737 5.528996 5.108996 

56 7.129932 6.289932 5.566424 5.146424 

57 7.109967 6.269967 5.603654 5.183654 

58 7.089842 6.249842 5.640686 5.220686 

59 7.069558 6.229558 5.677521 5.257521 

60 7.049115 6.209115 5.714159 5.294159 

61 7.028513 6.188513 5.7506 5.3306 

62 7.007752 6.206846 5.786846 5.366846 

63 6.986834 6.242896 5.822896 5.402896 

64 6.965758 6.278752 5.858752 5.438752 

65 6.944525 6.314413 5.894413 5.474413 

66 6.923136 6.34988 5.92988 5.55188 

67 6.90159 6.385153 5.965153 5.629153 

68 6.879888 6.420234 6.000234 5.706234 

69 6.875122 6.455122 6.035122 5.783122 

70 6.909819 6.489819 6.069819 5.859819 

71 6.944324 6.524324 6.104324 5.936324 

72 6.978637 6.558637 6.138637 6.012637 

73 7.01276 6.59276 6.17276 6.08876 

74 7.046694 6.626694 6.206694 6.164694 

75 7.080437 6.660437 6.240437 6.240437 

76 7.113992 6.693992 6.315992 6.315992 

77 7.147357 6.727357 6.391357 6.391357 

78 7.180535 6.760535 6.466535 6.466535 

79 7.213525 6.793525 6.541525 6.541525 

80 7.246328 6.826328 6.616328 6.616328 

81 7.278943 6.858943 6.690943 6.690943 

82 7.311373 6.891373 6.765373 6.765373 

83 7.343617 6.923617 6.839617 6.839617 

84 7.375675 6.955675 6.913675 6.913675 

85 7.407548 6.987548 6.987548 6.987548 

86 7.439237 7.061237 7.061237 7.061237 

87 7.470742 7.134742 7.134742 7.134742 

88 7.502064 7.208064 7.208064 7.208064 

89 7.533202 7.281202 7.281202 7.281202 
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90 7.564158 7.354158 7.354158 7.354158 

91 7.594932 7.426932 7.426932 7.426932 

92 7.625524 7.499524 7.499524 7.499524 

93 7.655934 7.571934 7.571934 7.571934 

94 7.686164 7.644164 7.644164 7.644164 

95 7.716213 7.716213 7.716213 7.716213 

96 7.788083 7.788083 7.788083 7.788083 

97 7.859773 7.859773 7.859773 7.859773 

98 7.931284 7.931284 7.931284 7.931284 

99 8.002617 8.002617 8.002617 8.002617 

100 8.073771 8.073771 8.073771 8.073771 
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